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ABSTRACT
Using data from the 1960-1977 period, this study

prp4ides a range of headccunt enrcllment projections for the Michigan
highef education system to the year 2000 by type of institution and
by age and sex of ,student under, alternative sets of projection
assumptions. The theoretical framework, methodology, and vorkidg
model developed this study are designed to reduce the uncertaintY
associated with g-run forecasts of he deAand for higher edutation
and provide a tool that will te of continuing use tc the planning
cOmmunity. Enrollment is predicted by examining two factors. First is .
the cOmplex economic and demographic phenomena that jcintly determihe
the size and distribution of the population Pool feedinghigher,
education. Second is the netwcrk of environmental an& behavioral
relationships pthat determine participation rates in higher education.
The study concludes tha't'enrollment will peak in the.late 1970's,
remain essentially statie through the early 1990's and then decline
steadily-matil-the mid-to-late 1990's.. Other conálusicns drawn by-the
study suggest.that four-year institutions will fare slightly better
thaL two-year schools and female enrollments will grow relative to
males. Tables include sUatistical information or econtmic
.projectionse\enrollment patterns, structural equations, and exOgenous
variablcs. Three appendices are provided: Structural Equations and
Variable Definitions; Demographic Methodology; and household Demand
for' Higher Education. A lioibliography is provided: (IC)
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE.

The Presidents Council is pleased to publish.this research report 'on
,

higher education enrollment projections by Dr. 'James L. Moor, Jr., of Central

Michigan University. The Moor study is a sPecial piece of work. Those

cOncerned with the discipline of method will find it designed and executed

with metitulous care. Those whose focus is primaril.Y on substance will find
a

it a valuable source of information. All who are professionally engaged in
A'

higher education planning will find h;re an innovative'tool to enhance the

precision of their profession.

Dr. Moor has focused on long-range forecasting.of demand for higher

education services in Michigan. In the .process, he.. has :treated a° highly

sensitive and versatile model with the capability for applicatfon in other

states and regions. The innovations in forecasting here are particolariy

timely, and welcome, as all,,of us who are concerned withhthe future of

higher education seek a clearer and more reliable vision orthe variables

which will shape that future.

This study was first'brought to our attention by our colleague Dr. Harold

Abel, Presidult of Central Michigan University. We r6commend it to you as

enthusiaWcally as Dr. Abel recommended it to uS-. We have brought the

report to print because it is a first-rate s-tudy which deserves the attention

of all who might benefit from it.

Oi! January 1979
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SUMMAR RESEARCH GOALS*AND RESULTS

The purpose of this stu y is'to project enrollments in Michigan's ,

system of hig6er education fo the remaihder of the'century. These projec-

ions are intended to provide Iseful input to the.various agencies and
A

institutions which must plan an' make policy for te futui.e. txpectations

concerning'that future will, in urn, set the' mood and influence the emphasis

for public and private planning i higher edlication fi#7f4 next two decades.

The theorettcal framework, metho logy, and working-rbdel developed in this

Itudy will reduet, hopefully, t uncertainty iissbciated with long-run.

forecastg of the demand for h' er education and provide a tool which will

be4b-f continuing us.e., to the. p mlng community.., ,

1

' V N
In order to explain pa7t enrollment patterns arid to project future

4

trendS, one must deal witOtwo separate but interrelated challenges, both of

jwhich are critical to the quality of the projections. First, it is

necessary to model the complex economic and qemographic phenomena which

Aintly determine the slze and di5tribution of the population pool which feeds .

higher educatibn--defined in this study as Michigan's 18-49 year-olds.\_The

trend-demographic population forecasts most often utilized for estiMating

this pool 'are potentially flawed, because they fail to specifically account

for the socio-economit determinants of gross and ne,t migration flows.

Migration is, at once, the most volatile component of regional population

change and the only compInt that is of serious concern to the higher
,

education planning process. In comparison, changes in birthrates, for example,

can -be observed nearly two 'decades ipricir to tb-etr Impact on college enrollment.

7



, This study utilizes an economic-demographic model which simultaneoutly

predicts such key variables as income by industry, :employment by industry,

labor'force, unemployment rates, population by age, race and sex, and-
. 4-

migration flows.

Secohd, it is necessary to capture the equally complex network of
.N 4

envirOnmettal and behavioral reationshiwhich determine participation

rates in higher education. In other words, one must low able to predict

what proportion of each age-, race-, and sex-specific sub-group of the 18-49
Ilhe

year-old population willAhoose to enroll. in this seconestep of the

/ sequential research process, it is just as important tO,avoid asual

modeling which accepts ad hoc, explanations of human choice proCesses in

isolation friam the economic realitie5 of alternative opportunities, relative
tr

price movements, public subsi'dies, changing tastes and shifting population

distribution. Thus; the underlying and seemingly simple calculation--which

mUltiplies the number of persdhssin the eligible population pool by a

participation rate f6 yield the number of enrollees--becomes a sophisticated

problem in economic-demogripnic modeling.

-Beyond the challenge of findingt an'appropriate conceptual approach, there

are a series of more practical problems. The.theoretical model must be

eslimated, simulated, and projected'using actual data. Thr region-specific

data base is typically less than adequate with respect to both quantity and.

quality: and Michigan proves no exception to the general rule. Furthermore,

behavtor among different subgroups of higher eCiucation enrolleA is quit\

dissimilar, in terms of both cause and effect. Males and females, whites and

non-whites, tradition`il and non-traditional-age students exhibit notably

-iv



varied patterns of enrollment. Conse uently the data base and the model

alike.must be highly disaggregated by ,age, race, and sex wherever possible.

Last, because projecting the future r quires forecasting certain external

yariables, suFh as the rate of natio 1 economic growth or government

policy changes; no qpe set of projecti n assumptions is adequate to

serve a diverse audience. ConsequepqA, the model"structure must be flexible

enough to accept altertiative sets of sumptions which can be easily and

cheaply processed to Yield a range of forecasts.

It is the author's hope that this work provides.a reasonable although

certainly far from perfect'response t.Q_Shese challengeS. Using from the Ilk

1960-T977 period, the study provides)a range of headcount enrollmOnt

projections to the year 2000 ,py tyPe ef, institution _Ad by age and sex pf.

-

student under.alternative sets of projection assumptions. The study concludes

that enrokments will peak in the late 1970's, remain essentially Stable

through the early 1989's and tten decline steadily but got precipiiously

pntil the mid-tolate 1990's. The "tic:0st likely" range for maximum decline is

predicted to be 15 to 20 percent fer the entire system, Within this overall

patterri of changp, private and public four-year iutjtutions tend to fare

--slightly better than the public two-year schools. Female enrollments grow

relative to males, withfema1e.groups under thirty exhibiting the largest

participation rate increases. On the other hand, partictoation rates on the

part of students over thirty are projected to decline from their present

all-time highs. Non-traditional student enrollment will remain at or near,
4

current levels, however, due to dramatic increases in the number of persons'

.1

from 30-49 years old which will occur'as the well-publicized "baby boom"

continues to age.

7



The projections are annual forecasts of long-term trend and do not

purport to predict the inevitable cyclical variations about trend that will

occur from year to year in both the Michigan economy and the demand for

higher education. The model devloped in this study attempts to capture

p the complex economic-demographic factors which comprise the highly

interactive enviränment within which hther education exts. Its

usefullness:Will demi On how well it has identified the meaningfui.casual

relationships which undenlie the human,behavior being modeled.

But surely no research effort can duplicate the complexities of real

world behavior or anticipate fully the unexpected. Consequently, the

usual,caveat applies--those factors which have and will influence enrollment

bbt are not explicitly.treated4v the study areAmplicitly assumed to remain

constant. For example, this work neither anticipates substantial new progirams

A

for.higher education nor any dramatic changes in the nature of public fund4ng.

The enrollment trends predicted here could be partially offset by new and

more attractive services. Equally as well, thely could be mandated or, indeed,

ft

exacerbated by reductions in funding, were those reductions to occur before

rather than after the fact. In the end, therefore, it is the response of the'

"higher education system" to its own expectations about the future which will,

in part, determine what is to come.

Ns.
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Higher education i the U

INTRODUCTION

S. has been characterized by steady and :

ar

often 'dramatic growth during the post-war period. This wai espec:ially
4 t

, ..., , ,

true of the 1960's and 1970's to date,,a period Atiring wOich the number.
,

of institutions, enrollment, public investment, and emOloyment in higtierJ
.

,
.

education increased year by year With only an occaSional patise, Asi

. 'nation, we sOent only 12.1 billion on higher education in 1950-and

$6.7 billion in 1960, as compared to $49.2 billion in 1977'. This repre-

sents.a steady increase in the percent of society's productive capacity

1

devoted to higher education, from less than one percent of gtoss national

product in 1950 to nearlY three percent in 1977. Moreover, Superimpo,sed:
, 4,

on this trend was a continually increasing shar-e of'Oublic as,oiiposed,to,

private institutions and enrollment. In short, publicly- on

institutions novegenerate more than 75 Percent of enrollments ih'higfter,

education and governmentfprovides 50 percent of the 'funding, iricluding

about 20 percent of the funds used by private institutions.1 ..
As a consequence of.seemingly..unending growth, one-of the more tritiCal

ip questions for educational planners and policy-makers is whether the post-war'

trends to date will continue, level-off, or decline through the 1980's

and 1990's. Expectations concerning the answer to this question will.;,set

the mood and, in part, determine the emphasis for public and private planning

in. higher education through the remainder of this century. The purpose of

this study is to provide a theorftical framework and an empirical model

'The speeding figures are taken from tables prepared by the U. S.
Natiorial Center For Education Statistics and pUbliShed in the Statis-
tical Abstract of The United States.

1 1 2
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0,

attemptIto-,ansWer-thsiS oUestion-or, it:)east', to reduCethe uncer

taint.), assOciated with lorig::r-un inrolynerit fgrecasts for Michigan., The
V

end-product includes a series.of projectiohi for .enrellment in Nticilfgail!s

higher educati*.institutions-th*rough,the year 2000.i. 'Thev projectioni

. If

,Iconclude that the "cli.Mbu, qf the. 1960:S andlOb's it Just about Over and'

''' the late 1980's.and.1990's will most likely bring moderate,declines.'

Hopefuljy, the methodology developed here will be of continuidg,Ose to planners

and policy as th4 try to"anticimte the fUture.
%

S.

POST-WAR -EDUCATION:BOOM

Before detailing the theoretical and empirical design of the stuly, it

will be useful to attempt to highlight some of the apparent_Causes of the

post-war experience to date. The author would characterize a significant

portion of the climb as a confluence of rather fortuitous eifents and circum-
.

stances., not likely to be duplicated again. The most notable of these was

demographicthe so-called "baby boom" of the 1950's and early 1960's.

Iliad everything else remainecribthe same, this single factor ou1d have led

to steadily increasingenrollments'until the eaily 1980. If we delineate

,

the baby-boom as 1947-1961,4 then At will not be until' i1983 that'the last

birth cohort3 of that "boomi:' will 'reach twentyrtwo years of age. Following

.2The year 1961 began a-sileady decline in births in Michigan caused by

a decline in the completed fertility rate from over 3.6 children per Woman

to.under 1.8 children per woman by the mid-1970'i, according to estimates by

the Michigan Department of Public Health and the author.

-BA "cohort" is a'group of individuals who experienced the same demo-
graphjc event (birth, death, marriage, etc.) during a specified, brief

period of time, usually a year. In this study, the "birth cohort" is most

often utilized, referring to persons born in,the same year or period of

years. As a consequence, these people are constantly in the same "age
cohort" and can be subdivided according to other demographic characteristics

such as race, sex, years of school completed, etc.

2 13



'c

,: that cohort will be steadtly.declining numbers of thoSe college-age persons

whc haV.e exhibited the highest propensity to enFoll in -higher education,.ther

18 to 21 year olds.-, In contrast to the ,"baby boom," the "baby bust" continues
N

in spite of some predictions to the contrary.4 It must be reCognized for

purposes of planning in theTemainder of the century that a new patsy boom;
A

'should one occur, would have little impact on higher education until after

the turn ofthe century.

'The drographic bulge was not the only factor leading to increasing

enrollments in-the post-war period. Rising numbers of 'potential students

were accompanied by changing societal values. Higher education, once the

training grounp for the elite, is now perceived hy individual.s and society

alike as one method of enhancing the equality of opportunity.5 These-

- changing values were reinforced with legislation which instituted non-

discrimination and affirmhtive-action polictbs and were augment6d by a

, variety'of direct subsidies 'to higher education adopted by both federal
\., 0 .

and state government. These subsidies, ranging from guaranteed loans to
,

. .

outright grants, lowered the nei explicit price otf higher education to the

enroljee. One-result was consfderable educational widening and deepening,

as traditional-age collegeNstudents sought more education than before and

non=traditional students increased-the r propensity to enro11.5 Consequently,

4See B-3 for additionpl information on birthrates.

5R. W. Fleming,,"Reflections on Higher Edutation," Daedalus,
Fall, 1975, p. 8. A

\

6The terms "widening"-and "deepening" come from Howard R. Bowen,
"Teaching and,Learning: 2000 Br:" New Directions In Higher Education,
No. 42 (Winter, 1975), p. 3. Fat, purposes of this study traditional-age
college students will be considered to be from 18-24 years of age; non-
traditional students from 25-49 years of age.

3



highe;, education participation.rates
7

wfthn cohortS inireased simultaneously

with the' sizt of those cohorts.)'

Rising demand for higher,e0ucation, especially publiclubSidized

education, put pressure,on the suppliside. The unusually strong economy

Of the 1960's esPecially inlMichigan W4ch exPerienced an,unpreqdented.
_ .

economic bOom fueled py rapid growth tn automobile demand, allowed pubqie

inifestmInt in .higher education'to expand:to satisfy7ntsing.enrollments.

Eilsting facilities were eXpanded and'the fiscal diVidend of-the 1960's

faCilitated the 'rapid deVelopment _of a new:low-cost, highereduCation

institution--the publfc, two-year college. Two-year colleges, tn turn;

.further #ugmented participati.on'because. their Tocallion and focus frequently

allowed students to live at home and perhaps work as well.; thus not bear.

the hfgher explicit price of a four-year ethication. ;This confluenad-of

enrollmeht-induc n economic" events was buttressed by rapidly rising-real -t

per'capita in& ich brought-students to college at all levels who hdd

4

not heretofore considered higher education as an affordable alternative.
/.

Therefore, enrollments would -have surged in the 1960's and 1970's
"4-.4

without the Vietnam experiehce, which preciptiated even higher education

participation rates among young, draft-age malgs'who elected additional

schooling oVer active duty. A new GI bill also entitled those who served

to qualify for subsidizO erirollment subsequent to thewar. This study and

others8 demonstrate that both factors increased participation rates, the

7K -5articipation rate" is the proportion of a given cohort of people
who choose to participate in a given activity or demand a given commodity.
For eample, higher education participation rates measure the proportion of
given age- amd sex-specific groups Who enroll in college.

8See U. S. Bureau of the 'Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20,
"School Enrollment--Social and Economic Characteristics of Students (annual),"
especiaNy the October, 1976 report, No. 319 (Feb. 1978). Also see H. Galper

7 and R. M. Dunh,, Jr., "A Short-Run Demand Function for Higher Education in the
United States," Journal of Political Economy., Vol.'77, No. 5 (Sept.-Oct., 1969)
pp,. 765-77.

4
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former for 18-21 year-old males, the latter for oTderma,les, 25 yeari an

over/ Eni-011inent of males oversthirty also .grew4lessli4e of a. special

proyision the bill which made interwar-veterans (Korea-V etnam)

. eligibl.e for full education benefits until.May, 1976.

Finally, U.S. labor markets' were continuing to demand increasing?
*0

___nigatlejts_ofiC,olllege-Teducated labor. Through the 1960'si.theAemand for such
46,

labor exceeded the supply,9 making higher education a good,investment. Most

et

studies covering thiS period cohcluded that the rate of return on a college

educatton fbrm of human capital) exceeded the rate of return on physical

capitAl. 10 To reiterate then, the socio-econdmic circumstarket which

characterized the post-war period to date represented a confluence of

,enrollment-indecing events'wh-ich carried enrollments and public investment

in higher education to all-time highs in ihe mid-1970's. What of the

reT,inder of the century?

WILL THE EDUCATION BOOM CONTINUE?

The remainder of the century appears to harbinger factors which, will end

the higher education boom and cause, perhaps, absolute declines in enrollment.

Nationally, the "baby bust" is predicted to reduce the,pumber of 18-21 year-

\
olds from its current post-war peak of almost 17 million,to a low in the 1990's

of less than 13 million.11 Michigan's experience will mit-ror this trend, and

9Stephan P. Dresch, "Demography, Technology, and Higher Education:
TowtErd a Formal Model of Education Adaption" Journal of Political Economy,
Vol. 83, No. 3, (June, 1975).

10Many of these studies are summarized in J. M. Campbell, Jr. and T. P.
Curti'S, ",Graduate Education and Private Rates of Return: A Review of Theory
and Empiricism" Economic Inquiry, Vol. 13, No. 1.(March, 1975).

II U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population,Reports, Series P-25,
No. 704, (July, 1977) "Projections of-the Population of the'United States:
1977to 2050."
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relative eConomic:6ndi tfons could ,resqlt,in i ,t` 4per decl ine f. net_out- '
. , _

,.., -,
migratfon should continue:, at present levels.

The newly-legislated ,cessatfon pf GI bill benefits by 1'989 w111. dramatically

reduce and.then eliminate.4 subStihtial pool 'of subsidized enrollees, especially

, at the twoLyear college lev1.12 .0f Course, Vie 4ck of a military draft kaS4

already eliminated the derived-demand for higher education -for youiireliTer,

which fell back to pre-wai. levels after-19703
S.

It is quite_ unlikely 'that the remainder of the centurS, Will produce a'

period of suStained economic grOwth and low inflation as wiS experienced

in the 1960's. Ter capita real income in Michigan wtich grew by 4.0 percent

per year on average from 1960-69 and by 1.3 percent froM 1969-19,77, is

projected by this study to grow even slower on average through the remainder

of the century. This slower growth pattern, if realtzed, will mo.st likely

inhibit the process of educational wiOning and-constrain the ability, of

4

government to maintain the real value of its subsidies to higher education.

Continued unexpectedly high rates of inflation and the spectof" of tax revolt

merely increase the uncertainty concerning the,level and real value. of

government's direct, and indirect support of higOer education and,Jhusi the

enrollment-inducing effects that have historically emanated from that ,source:

10
The ability of colleges to cut costs in the face -of relative or absolute declines

in public support and/or enrollment is severely hampered by,the high proportion of

fixed labor costs at many institutions and an inability to "s01-off" idle

12According to the Veterans Administration, the surge in veteran enrollment
occurred in 1974-75 when the interwar veteran's delimiting date was passed.
Nationally, six out of ten undergraduate veterans attended junior college in 1976,

as compared to only three out of ten overall.

13See. Table 4 andYsurrounding text for detailed information on age-sex

specific participation rates.

6
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4

plant and'equipment if -excess capacity s4ould occur. Consequdntly, the

explicit price-of higher education will lik be under constant upward

pressure relative to the general level of prices.

In additionchanging labor market conditions will likely,cause

changes in behavior whichmill alter the extent of higher education Partici-

patieft -by- certain-age--sex cohant4. On the.POitiv.e ..
side, the"now apparent,,

change ib tastes on the part of women from home to market work is predicted

to cause continued increases in hmale Tabor force participation and, thus;

the potential for growing participation in higher education. Second, mid-

life.career switching and career upgrading may attract larger numbers of,
0

non-traditional students than has historically been the case.14

On the negative side of probable changes in lbor market .conditions is

the now,apparent reversal in excess demand for college-educated labor. The

highly educated baby-boom labor market entrant of the 1970's finds himself

at the end of the long queue of similarly-educated persons, facing competition

'from a relatively large number of cohort companions as well. This/campetition

for beginning jobs and advancement may have driven the person to higher

education in the first place, but the consequence of this trend has, in

aggr6gate, reduced the rate'of return to higher education. Moreover, the

deinolphics Rf'cohort-size and consequent labor surpluses seemed to have

made today's student more labor-market-oriented than his predecessor. He

tends Co exhibit less traditional attendance patterns and is more apt to

switch curicula or institutions or even to drop out, according to changing

14See Peter A. Morrison, T e Dekgraphic Context of Education
_Policy,,Plappjog., Report P-5592, Santa Monica: The Rand Corporation,

1976, arid Nirta Buren, et. al., "Second Career: An Integrated Learning
Fxperience in Career Change for Older Persons," Ihdu_strial Gerontology,
Vol. 3, No. 2 (Spring, 1976), for relevant matericii.
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eConoifiis condit ions)5
A

The smaller cohorts of the 1980't.and 19gO's will quite probably be

similar in .OutloOki, Nbt the teaft of tautes for this grientatton Will be

the.relatively more attractive labor market Opportunities portended by

reduced comOetition wi1thin Oirth-cohorts associated with he-baby'bUtt:

These OPportunitiesviT1 be reinforCed by the fact that labor markets -

are just now concluding the pr-ol-Oilie-d-tasi Of absorano ibebaby-bopm7--

the largest numbers of new entrants ever experienced. This suggests more'

vigorous bidding for the 'smaller cohorts of new entrants to follow,. a
W

large-scale repetition of'the experience of the small birth cohorts Of-'.

the 1930's and early 1940's.

In summary, some of the major causes of the higher education boom

of the post-war period, to date will be eliminated or reversed during the

reMainder of the century. Other contributing factors are subject to a4

great deal pf uncertainty and, on balance, do not seem to provide any

great promise for continued high growth in the demand- for hiOher education.

In order quantify and project the impact of likely future economic-

demographic experience on the demand for higher pducation in Michigan,

it is necessary to develop a methodological appro'ach to the problem to

gather data and quantify the model thus developed and then to simulate

that model through the end of the century, To 'begin that process, the next

section will review briefly the several possible methodologies available.

ALTERNATIVE METADO,LOGIES

Economics has,been heavily utilized in analyses of higher education.

Such studies fall in four broad categories, each of which will be briefly

15Daniel Yankelovich, The New Morality - A Profile of American Youth

in the 1979's, New York: McGraw-,Hill, 1974.
1
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coverid below, in sequence. The first to be': discussed. are rate of return

studies.16 'These vieci higher edudation'as an investment and seek to

.estimate'a rite of return-at discqunted benefits and costs changet. Alth0qh
4

useful in identifying the'opportunity costs of pollege attendance and.obtain-

ing an actual rate of,return, these-are of little use in.policy-making

beyond Concluding, that -if the rate af.return declines,' attendante May be ,

lower, to the extent such declines are perceived. The attUal rat046f retUni

in such studies.is also sensitive to.the Ofinition of-and the monetary value

attached to the consumption benefits of attendance. for.example, ft is as

difficult to decide whether or not the acquired ability to interact, in a diverse

socio-economic,environment is consumption or inveStment as it is to identify

the market value of that acquisition. Furthermore, rate of return studies

make the standard economic assumption of constant tastes, implying that all

changes are due to income and price effects alone.

The teCond type of economic study deVoted to education concentrates

0

on education as human capita1.17 The human capital approach has yie,:ided

rich results-on a variety of questions, ranging from the contribution of

human capital to economic growth to the inter-generational transmission of

ability. Like rate-of-return studies, the human capital approach is of

limited use to enrollment forecasting because it concentrates on'a variety

of effects after higher education has been acquired.

The third and most extensive type of study is- the choice-theoretic

16See the Campbell and Curtis citation in footnote ten and Richard
S. Eckhous,,et. 'al., "An Appraisal'of the Calculation of.iRates of Return
to Higher Education" in M. S. Gordan (ed.), Higher Education and the Labor
Market, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974.

.17See IC Lee Hanson (ed.), Educatipn Income, and Human Capital,
New York: Columbia Univertity Press foriational Bureau of Economic
Research, 1970.



or conditional logit approach.18 This approach essentially examines the

array of choices facing a potential student ttaches a'"utility" or benefit

to, each choice,and then determines the probability of attendance based on

the costs' of each choice and student cparacteristics. While computationally

expensive, the choice-theoretic approach allows one.to examine a large

number of factorsfeffecting enrollMent decisions and to account for the complex

-interactions among factors,in determining a student's probability of

attendance. The major drawbacks of this approackare its high cost and

its timeliness. Extensi.ve survey data are needed to estimate such models.

Once gathered, the responses may be valid only for the year in question.

Finally, probability statements are not easi4y transformed into operational

models which are useful to legislators, boards of trustees and ,the 'like.

The fourth type of economic study is the demand mode1,19 which, in

genera1;4views htgher education as a c dity, the'demand forltich-is

influenced by,changes in relative prices, real income, tastes, and the

opportunity costs of substitutes an0 cqmpliments. Demand studies to date

are certainly useful in demonstrating that it is inittructive to treat

higher education as a commodity, applying the tools of traditional

economic theory. They are often t6o aggregated to be of use to those

planners who must operate in a state-specific or institution-specific,

context, however. Moreover, those studies extant do not generally

account for the interdependence among economic, demographic, and institu-

tional variables.

18These studies and others are surveyed in David J. Wernschrott,
Demand For Higher Education In the United States: A Criiical Review of the

Empirical Literature, Report R-2195-LE, Santa Monica: The Rand Corporation, 1977.

19See G. A. Jackson and G. B. Weathersby, "Individual Demand for Higher
Education," JOurnal of Higher Education, Vol. XLVI, No. 16 (Nov./Dec., 1975).
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,The subject study is a demand.model which is Michigan7specific and

presents a methodology'which is readily adaptabk.to other state systems.

rt combines a highly disaggegated and.interactive model of state economic

and population-dynamics with a disaggregated móde'L of the demand for higher ,

education -- by'age, sex, and major type of institution. The subject study

uses a tiMe-seriei approach, employing data gathered for the 1960 to 1977
A .

period. fh-fi-arqr-oacTi, cKangerin -tastes oliNtt-f-tre-varr-be-capturetf-aii4

the.impact of external events such as the Vietnam War can be calibrated.
A101?,

Furthermore, since4he 5tudy disaggregates demand by age and sex, the
A Pi

thanOng pdtterhs ofitnrOfTment among traditional and non-traditional

cohorts can be examined and projected. Finally, the methedology is more

comprehensible to policy-makers and planners, who are often not economists.

Theimadel can be periodically updated at relatively low.cost, and above

all is flexible -- admitting a wide variety of alternative projection

scenarios, not just those of the author.

Ail OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

S.

In,order t6 project the demand for higher education in Michigan by age

and sex, using a time-series approach, it is necessary to first be able to

forecast the population of the state on4the same basfs. Consequently, the'

researcher must be prepared to predict the impatt of future births, deaths,

and migration patterms on a highly disaggregated population. In demographic

studies, it islquite usual to simply choose alternative birthrates and

mortality rates and apply themi-iteratively to a base-year population.

Migration is often treated in the same manner, but such an approach is

insensAive to the pivotal fact that migration is related, in turn, to the

economic and social climate of the state relati e to the remainder of the

nation. Therefore, it is desirable to be able/to predict state economic-

4-)

1 1

-.,
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demographic conditions similirusly, whicti requires a salShisticated

economic model of the state. ThOime,path of variables such a§ unemployme t

rates, labor force,.real income and migration can have potential important

4P
and immegate influende on the demand for

(
higher education in a state-specific

context, as demonstrated below.

The starting poi*nt for this s sy, therefore is the comprehensive

_economiC-demographic model of Michig#n discussed in the next sectien. That

model not only yields projections o#11mportant economic variables needed to

erect the education model to follow, but provides the necessary annual

population matrix,20 disaggregated bit age, race, and sex, which allows simitely

differentiated treatment of the demand for higher education. Demographic

disaggregation is critical to aChieving projections which are atleast

,somewhat sensitive to the dramatically different factors effecting the

attendance patterns of different age and sex cohorts.

Once the reswcher has the me ns to predict an annual population

matrix as'well as to estimate what it h been in the past (it is only.

measured at,each decennial census), the s udy can proceed to the prediction

cif college attendance. The initial step is to choose an appropriate measure

of the demand for education, which will become the dependent variable'in the

demand functions to be estimated. As will be pointed oui below, the choice

of such a Variable is dictated in part by the extent and quality of the data

available. This study will employ the participatton rate, which is the

proportion of a given age-sex cohort of.potential enrollees who choose to

"participate".(enroll) in formal, post-secondary education. Measured here

rms,of headcount, tile higher education participation rate describes the

e ft.

20A matrix is a two-dimensional array cgnsisting of rows and columns. In

this case, the population matrix has 86 rows representing ages 0 to 85 and over
(854), by single of age, and has four columns representing the four major
race-sex categor es (white male, white female, non-white male, non-white female).

12 2 t
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extent of demand at any point in time for the particular age-sex cohort in

question.

The education model, the nature of which is discussed in the sections

a

that follow the economic model-, seeks to explain the past and present

behavior of age and sex-specific participatibn rates, Ting, in part,-

variables sourced from the economic model. Enrollment projections, therefore,

require the simultaneous projection of both the economic' and education moaels

from the base year (1977) to the terminal year (2000) of the projections.

The final step is to multiply the projected participation 'rate for each age-

sex cohort by the projected,number of persons in each, cohort, yielding a

projection of enrollment. These enrollment projections are then summed to

get aggregaee state ent'ollment and are then disaggr:egated by major type of.

institution -- public four-year, public two-year, and private.

The modeling process begins then, with the economic-demographic model

of Michigan;

THE ECONOMIC MODEL

The state economic model developed here has its antecedents in work

.by Mattila [31 32, 1,3] and Moor [37] and most directly in a paper by Mbor

and Congern which was the pilot for' this study. This section summarizes the

theory, data, and structure of the model and focuses on the economic-

demographic projections. The formal variable definitions and the structural

equalions for both the economic and education models are contained in Appendix A.

Appendix B presents some additional methodological detail.

21D. J. Conger and J. R. Moor, Jr., "The Demand for Higher Education in
Michigan: An Economic-Demographic Synthesis," a paper presented to the 52nd
Annual Conference of the Western Economic Association, June 21, 1977. That
paper contains a large amount of methodological detail and a well-developed
version of the economic-demographic model. The education model, however, was
primitive and preliminary to the work presented here.
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The purpose of the simultaneous-eqtion,etonometric forecasting model

of Michigan't- economy d#veloped:for thi$ study is to
r
stm4late annual changes

,

in highly disaggregated variables meavsuring onomic -activity and populafion
4

for the data period 1960 to 1977, and then.to ()recast those variables

annually to the year 2000 using varying sets of assumptions concerning the

model's exogenous variables.22 Demographers and economists alikd have long

recognized the simultanequi relationship betw n population and -economic
'In

activity, especially t the regional level. Employment and income trends in

1ocal-service23 ndustrjes, which generally comprise well over one-half of

private sec r employment and income in mature,regillal economies like

Michig4n, is determined in significant part.by the growth rate of population

aneof the labor, force in particular: In turn, the rate of'growth in popula-
,'

tion, including the labor force, is critically.related to changes in regional

economic conditions, which play a central role in determinIn.g gross and net

migration patterns the must volatile component Of population change:in the

-

hort-run.

The central task of the mddeling process developed here i to capture

these simultaneous relationships in Order to develop more realistic and

sensitive forecasts for the demand for higher education im a rpgional

context. Two of the major.drawbacks to precedent enrollment studies have been

-

22An "exogenous" variable is one whose value at any point in time is
determined outside the model in question .and thus does not depend on the
structure and inter-relationships within the model. On the other hand, an
"endogenous" variable is one whose value at any given point in time is deter-
mined by and within the model structure.

23"Local-service" is used here to classify industries in a region&l
economy which produce primarily for the indigenous or "local" population, -
as opposed to producing primarily for export, {i.e., the'"export" industries).
Local-service industries include but are not limited to "service" industries,
which produce intangible benefits rather than goods.

14
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.

the acceptance of eActernally-ginerated, purelytrend-demographic.extrapolations.'
. ,

..

of population and'very limited interaction with simultdrieously-determined,

economic variables. Trend-demographic studies employ'assumptions about migra-
.

tion 'which are generally hfghly aggregated art baited on a siTple.adaptation.

of intercensal net migration l'hey do not recognize or only-pay lipltei-Ope

to th0 two-way
/
links aiii4ng regional,econonlic activity, migration, and the

1 .

laborforce.

Regional modeling often leads immediately to a " t before-the-horse"

*dilemma, that is the existence of and access to region-specific data

dictates the model structure rather than the converse. In this cage, although

the'data basdktook over two years to.gather, the availability of a reasonably
10

long time-series of employment and wage and saPary data by industry for

Michigan and the lack of any semblance of regional income accqunts other th%,

the Department'of Commerce's personal income estimates strongly suggested (
disaggregating the Michigan economy by industry. The economic dominance of

the motor vehicle industry and its primary suppliers made the choice of

industrial disaggregation a particularly easy one in the case of Michigan.

The economic data base consists primarily of wage and salary employment
i

,

by iridustry, regional income by industry of origin, and the U. S. value of,,,

shipments for Michigan's export industries.24 All industry data is at the

twe-digit or three-digit (SIC) level. Agridultural employment, self-employment

Olkcluding domestics), and mining employment, which represent but seven

percent of MichigA's total employment in 1977, are projected exogenously.as -

a slightly declining proportion of wage and salary employment reflecting

the steady but more precipitous decline in their relative numbers through

the data peri d. Income and value of shipments are measured in real 1972

24The primary sources for this data are the Michigan Employment Security
Omission and the U. S. Department of Commerce.
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dollars, 'deflated largely by congruently-defined wholesale price-indiCes by

industry. Another important variable is aimatio used to capture changes in

relative fuel prices over tiMe, consiSting5e.the wholesale price index-for

fuel products (including coal, electric power,,gas-luels, and refined petro-,

leum products) divided by an .indeAtof all prices -- the GNP deflator.25 'Some

details on the definitions and estimation of data are coptained;In ApPendices

A-and B.
. v

The demographic data base consists of annual matrices (86 x 4) of

. the age-, sex-, and race7specific resident populatione..Michigan at mid-year_

(July 1), allisgl estimates of civilian labor force, fertility and mortality

statistics, and annual estimates of net migration fltw4or4h4tes and non-,

whites.' Muchof this data was estimated using a:complex simulatiorOroutine

- e

4, Oterativefy from.1960 to 1977, based.on primary data gathered from the U. S.

Bureau of Census, U. )5. Qepartment-of Labor, MESC, and the Michigan Department

ofiublic Health. For each year of the simulation, the population matrix was,

1 '
. , also adjusted'from a resident to a civilian, non-institutional basis for.use

1
N 1

in,the labor force imbroutine and the education model. The methodology employed

in this simulation routine and its'performance are disaissed in .greater

detail in Appendix B.

It ifs the availability of annual estimates of highly disa regated compo-

Pnents o tpopulation change, as provided by the simulation, which in part

differentiates this research from precedent enrdliment studies. In turn, this

',detailed data Vlows the author to attempt to capture the simultaneous r:ela-
.

1

ionship between economic anddemographic variables and,to make estimates of

emoOlaphidelly-disaggregated participation rates for higher education.

','25This ratio' was ciculated such that its base year is 1973, the initial

:year,of t' so-called "energy problee (i.e., 1973=100). Its value in 1977

is 169, lecting the dramatically greater rise in(energy prices relative=

to Rt r prices experienced from 1973 to 1977.

1
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The structurzl form of the econom4c model is based in part on the

export-base logic, which emphasizes the identification of export industries

in a region and their economic relationship with the local-service industries.

. The external demand for the-region's exports is seenas a prime4over for

the rate of regional economic growth. This approach is dictated, in the

most practical sense, by the data constraint noted hove -- there are simply- !

no'input-output'studies nor any detailed set of retigional economic accounts

tavailablefor Michigan, ,The c(1)st and time inAved in gathering such data

are prohtbitive. In theoretical support of the port;base logic, the

Michigan economy is perhaps the archetypical example of a regional economy

dominated by a single industry -- the automobile industry.. Alle Michigan

represents an extreme, many other states have industry mixes Aich are

dominated by one or a few large Mdustries.

In any case,-export industries sell the predominant ortion of their
,

output beyond the regional boundaries and thus are highly sensiitive to

fluctuations in extergal deMbind. Export industries,often have significant

backward linkages with'other industries included in the export sectoc,.

Consequently, not ,only are they directzporters of their own product, but they .7

also sell a signfficant amount of their'output to other export industries as

input to further production processes.26 Moreover, externally-sourced

,26The choice of industries-whh comprise the export sector of the
model was based on analysis of employment and income-based location quo-
tients, input-output coefficients from U. S. Department of Commerce,
The Input-Output Structure of the'U. S. ,Econogly: 3967 and 1972, arid data
from various Censuses and Surveys of Manufacturers and Transportation.
Those Michigan industries which are signIficant net exporters -include motor
vehictes4,prlpary metals, fabricated metals, machinery, rubber, chemicals,
and furniture. 4)f these, all but furniture hame significant input-output
re)ationships with the motor yehicle industry as well as amrong each other.

, The remaining industries are:Oassified in the local-service sector,
although by no means does their activity (especially the other manufacturing
industries) preclude the export of some output.

17



growth in demand for export products gene ates growth in demand for locally-

produced goodS, as external demand translates into local income and spending

and thus into local-service employment, in the famfflar multiplier process.

An export-base model_need not ignore_the verysignificant:impetus for

regional/growth that is generated internally, howeve. Local-se4ice

industries'satisfy each other's sigmlifiean emands for locally-produced

goods, eSpecially in a mature region like Michigan as well as responding

to the demands of a changing resident population. . The rate of growth of

the regional labor force, migra?ion patterns,did the rate of growth of new
..,

household formation are fall inter-dependent and simultaneously related to

income and employment in the local-servilce

l

ctor." '

c/7The structura equations reproduce r in Appendix A, Table. A-2, are
.4.

,,..

designed to capture the complex and inter-linked economic-demographic

relationships summarized above. Variable abbreviations and definitions

.(Table A-1) precede the structural equations. The equations can be.roughly

divided into three categories -- incow (YMV, etc.), employment (EMV, etc.),

and demographic. The income.variables measure regiOnal fhcome produced by
,

.

each industry and are an output proxy. Consequently, the industry-specific
,

income equations (1 through 20) are designed to calibrate the previously

described economic interrelationships among, industries. The export

equations (1 through 8) include exogenous U. S. value, of shipments variables

(SHxxx) which measure the time path of external demand for Michigan's exports,

The local-service and government income equations (9 through 20) include

the regional labor force (FORCE)-as a variable. It serves as a proxy for

demand due to demographic change, abproximating the number of earners and

thus. the number of local-spenders who aro the decision-makers in regional.

households.
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,
The relative fuel price variable (RFUtL) appears extensively in the

export equations as well as in the equations of other manufacturing and

construction industries. These industries tend to employ high proportions

of capital relative to labor aad tend to be energy-intensive. If fuel,

prices rise faster than other prices a larger portion of the dollar value'

of demand for the products of energy-intensive industries is lost to the

region, since Michigan is a significant net importer ,of energy. The

dramatic rise in relative energy prices since 1973 and the probably continua-
*

tion of this phenomenon through the end of the century requires inclusion of

such an exogenous variable.

Table A'-2 alsO details the industry-specific emploympOIX equations
JtAIW-

(21 through 40) which capture the relationship tptween regional employme t

anOindustry owtput,(income). The demographic equation's (41 through 49)
44

calculate migration, population, labor farce, and the regional unemployme t
, -

rate., A large'number of the highly disaggregated (by eget-race, sex)

calculattons are accomplished by several subroutines which are derive4 from

the 19ff)-1977 population simulation and are described ih more detail belovi

and in Appendix B. Of particular importance however, are the white and

non-white net migration equations (41 and 42), which close the simultaneous

relationship between regional income, employment, and demographic conditions

within the model. In those equations, the relativevunemployment rate (RUNR)

variable captures the extent to'which Michigan's labor market cOnditions

are better or worse than the national average -- a factor which tends to

either pull people toward or away, from Michigan. The value of RUNR depends

joints on the exogenously-determined national unemployment rate d the

endogenously-determined regional unemployment rata. The latter, in turn,

reflects the difference between the regional labor force and aggregate

19



employment. Since labor force depen"ds, in part, on migratiod patterns and

employment depends on the economic relationships among regional industries,
.

the labor force, and external demand for exports', the simultaniety that

exists in.the real world is approximated in'the mode1.27

The remaining equations in the demogi-aphic sector represent the

internal cOmputation of critical demographic Variables -- the resident

population, the civilian labor 'force, and the regional unemployment rate.

Again, much' of the age-, race-, and sek-specific disaggregation is accom-

plished in a subroutine similar to the 1960-77 population simulation

previously mentioned,and covered in more detai in App'endix 8. That

subroutine includes.(1) the use of Michigan-spe ific birthrates and

mortality rates to compute the annual chang in resident population due to

pural increase alone (NATINC), (2) the e timation of annual, Ige-, race- and

sex-specific gross migration flows based on do enously-determined net-

migration, yielding a new resident population matrix adjusted:for births,

deaths, and migration, (3) the annual estimation of a'civilian, non-

institutional population matrix; and (4) the annual computation of the

civilian labor force using national labor force_participation rates adjusted

for Michigan/U. S. differentials determined frdM Census data.

The structural coefficients reported in Table A-2 were estimated

27The migration equations also include several additional endogenous
variables which further capture critical economic-deMographic linkages. The .

lagged change in labor force variable (LDLF) measures the extent of increases
in labor supply, which in and of itSelf tends to "push" people from the
region. Lagged per capita income (LPCY) represents an ttractive force in
the non-white equation and the lagged non-white proportion of the popUlation
(LNWP) represents the negative "crowding" effect associated with ghettoiza-
tion and relatively higher rates of non-white unemployment. RIOT and STONC

are exogenous variables, representing the impact of the 1967-68 Detroit
riots and the "beaten path" effect of the well-datumented south-to-north
black migration of the 1950's and 1960's They are not operative in the
projection period.

fr-
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using two-state-least-squares, except in those equatioris already in reduced-

form. The estimation used seventeen or eighteen observations depending on

the presence or absence of lagged regressors or instruments. Durbin-Watson

statistics (not reported) indicated no significant autocorrelation in most

equations. A Hildrith-Lu scanning technique, assuming a first-order au

regressive scheme, was used in an attempted "fiX" for those regressors with

significant autocorrelation, In general, the highly volatile export sector

tracked less satisfactorily than the local-service sector. Standard errors

in the income equations range from four to seven perceni for export industries,

from two to five percent for local-service industries. Standard errors in

the employment equations range from two to five percent for export, and one

to ftve percent for local-service. The average standar4 error was 4.4 percent

for income equations and 3.4 percent for employment equations through the data

peritd.

The next section summarizes the projections derived from the Michigan

economic model.

ECONOMIC-DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS

In order to project the economic model's endogenous income, emplOymeni,

and demographic variables from 1977 to 2000, i is necessary to convert the

model's structural coefficients to reduced-form, modify the population

simulation routine to utilize birthrate and mortality rate projections rather

than actual data, and to specify alternative sets of projection assumptions

for the model's exogenous variables. Before presenting these alternative

assumptions and the projection values which result from them, it is imperative

to define the general nature of these forbcasts. The projection results

summarized below, from either the economic or the education model, are



forecasts of the long-term t end28 for eath variable in question'and do not

purport to predict short-run cyclical swings in the Michigan .economy cr in

higher education throllment. Consequently, even if the assumptions contained

in any particular projection scenario were to come true, one would expect the

. observed future values of th;e endogenous ariables to fluctuate randomly

about the projection path reported below. Moreover, long'-run secular fore-

.

casts become less reliable the further one moves from the base year (1977),

because of the increasing likelihood that_the economic-demographic structure

of the region. will undergo change over time. In this regard, however,

significant changes in industrial mix, inter-industry relationships and'

41
population dynamics tend to occur slowlY; especially in industrially-mature

regions like Michigan. The strength of the methodology employed here is

that each passing year provides another data point which will capture the

subtle'changes in economic stmktures which occur over time. Additionally,:

the model is designed to accept a wide range of assumptions regarding the

model's exogenous variables and thus offers flexibility to the plahner dr

policy:maker.

, Table 1 presents historical values and the author's choices_of alterna-

.tive p.roject on assumptions for the economic model's exogenous variables.

Except for labor force participatiqn rates and mortality rates,29 each

1 28The forecasts are not to be confused with trend projections, i:e.,

some method which merely extends or extrapolates the trend of the 1960's

and 1970's. Such methods, common to many demographic studies, do,not require

a well-specified underlying theory or a causal model, but rather forecast a

given variable based on its own past performance and, perhaps, some casual

assumptions about conditions which will impact that variable in the future.

29Civilian labor force participation rate-s by age and fey: werfprojeted

based on forecasts found in LI. S. Department of Labor, Monthl,y or Review--

N. N. Fullerton, Jr. and P. O. Haim, "New Labor Force .Projection to 1990,1'

December, 1976, pp. 3-13, and R. W. Bendnerzik and D. e. Klein, "Labor Force
. Trends: A Synthesis and Analysis," October, 1917, pp. 3-15. Mortality rates

,were,derived from life tables published by the Michigan Department of Public
Health and adjusted through the projection period by change factors used by the

U. S. Department of Commerce, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 704.

i "Projectt095 of the Poputation of the United States: 1977 to 2050." (July, 1977).
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exogenous variable is assigned three values, characterized and labeled as

"high," "medium," or "low". In the author s opinion, these alternative values

describe a range of projections which are most.likely to contain the future

time path for Michigan's economy. The variables dre (1) the

aggregate U: S. rate of ecOnomic growth(redl GNP) ahd associated aggregate
e .

unemployment rate, (2) D. S. value of shipments fbr Michigan's export industries,

(3) relative'fuerprice changes, and (4) Michigan's fertility rates by age of

mother.

The medium values for the national .economic variables are derived from

Commerce and Labor DepartMent sources. 30
The high and lOW values represient

a range about the medium values based on those data sources, past experience

and the author's judgement. Post-1985 growth rates.are the same or slightly

lower than,pre-1985 growth rates, reflecting an ex cted,slowdown in the-
)

formation of new households and continUed smaller prodbctivity gains ! coupled

with increasing relative fuel prices. The medium assumptions are 3.5 percent f

*
average annualjate of real growth to 1985 and 3.0 percent from 1986 to 2000,

a trend unemployment rate of 5.5 percent, and b rise in re ative fuel prices

averaging one percent per year to 1985 and two percent per year thereafter.31
a

The medium birthrate assumption holds non-white fertility at its 1977 level

301n particular, the author consulted U. S. Department of Commerce,
Induttrial Outlook - 1978 and Area Economic Projections 1990, (Bureau of
Economic Analysis), 1974; U. S. Department- of Labor, The Structure of the
U. S. Economy to 1985, Bulletin 1831, 1975, and several articles in,the
_Monthly Labor Review--C. T. Bowman and T. H. Morlan, "Revised Projections
of the U. S. Economy to 1980 and 1985," Match, 1976, pp. 9-21; T. J. Mooney
and J. H. Tschetter, "Revised Industry Projections to 1985," November, 1976,
pp. 3-22, and R. E. Kutscher, et. al., "The Productivity Slowdown and Outlook
to 1985," flay, 1977, pp. 3-8; and the 1978 Economic Report of the President.

31This would cause the relative fuel price index, which rose from 100 to
169 (69 percent in four years) during the 1973-77 experience to rise to 183
by ,1985 and to 246 by the year 2000. (46 percent ip 23 years; see Table 1).
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TABLE.1 .

HISTORICAL DATA ANO.PROJECTION AtsymPTImis FOR EXOGEN6US VARIABLES
ECONOMIC MODEL

Iv
4h.

,

, commund Average Annual Gnmeth Rat's%
..

ACTUAL

,..

Reel IMP

(1M S)

U. S. Value of Shipments 11972 $)"

ill

_

Relative
Fuelfbi

ItrilPie_2!__

Motor
Vehicles

Fabricated
Metals

Primary
, Moult Chemicals Rubhe'r

1.063

1.078

1 046

1.077

1:006

.

Furniture

1960-1977

1960-1969

1969-1977

1963-1969

1973-1977

. Projection
Aisumptions

1.096

1.043

1.032

1.045

1.020

1:045

1.035

1.029

1.040

'1.030

1.020

1.036

1.051

1.057,

1.045

1.051

1.024

,1.030

tA/ci

1.015

1,020

1.015

1.010

1.020

1.013

1.029

1.058

(1.006)

1.065

(1.037)

1.045

1035

1.025

1.039

_

1.030

1.025

1.040

1.032

1.020

1.043

(1.002)

1.046

(t.014)

_

1.035

1.025

1.015

1.029.

1.020

1.015

1.025

1.022

1.050

1.071

1.026.

1.069

(1.033)

,

1.043

1.,o60

-1.024

i .064

(1.023)

1.025

.(1.020)

1.079

(1424)

1.139:

1.010

1..01,0

1.010

1.030

1.020

1.010

n/a

1.050

1.040

1.030

1.040

1.030

1.030

1.050

'1.040 .

1,.050'

1.040

1.030:

1.040

1.030

1.030,

1.051

1.038

1.050

1.040

1.030

1.040

1.030

1.00 ,

1.041

1.037

1977-1985
High

,-Medium

Low

1986-2000
High.-

Medium

Low

Comparison
Projections(c)

Commerce (77-83)

Labor (80-85)

3 6



Actual

- TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
NIBTONICAL BATA ANB.PROJECTION ASSUMPTIONS FOR EXOCiNOUS VAREABLES"

goNomic MOOEL

Completed 'Fertility Relativeto
Rate(d) ,Fuel Price` '

Vhite Non-whlte (192) -100)

-;,,-
, Memo:

ClIalfan Endiagenout Variable)!
U.S. .1.abor Forte te Michigan Relativi- .

Unapp1oyment Participation Rate , Unampioymant Unamplo*memt Births'
., Rats. Mote Female- Rate Rate" (000)

-195

.166

134

1960 3.79 4.09 110 54 83.3 37.7 6.7 122

1965 2.99 3.13 102 4.5 80.7 39:3

_:,

34- 87
1970 2.47 3.12 92 6.7 79.7 43.3. 44 137

1975

1977

1.66

1.67

2.31

2.25

152

169

8.5

7.0

77.9

77.7

46.3

48.4

-12.5-- ...,

8.2

547

117
amf

Average,

112 5.4 80.0 42.1 6.6 1191960-1977

19601969 102 4.8 81.2 40.0 5.4- 112

1970-19/7 121 6.3 78.6 49.4 8.1 127
4

Projectton
Assumptions

1985 - Hisin 1.92* 2.45 198 4.5 4.7 104

- medium 1.92* 2.25 183 5.5 78.3 51.1 6.1 114

- Low 1.67 2.20 169 6.5 7.8 120

2000 - Nigh 2.50 2.90 308 4.5 4.6 102

- Medium 2.10 2.25 246 5.5 76.8 55.1 7.0 128

- Low 1.67 2.10 196 6.5 9.5 146

138

168-

166

147

197

163

132



. TABLE
FOOTNOTES

(a)U. S. Department.of Commerce data for two-digit SIC industry categories; deflated bY
-equivalent wholesale price tndex adjusted to a 1972 base.

(b)Ratio of the wholesale'price.index for fuels, related products and power, (inclurds-
coal, electricity, gas fuels and refined petroleum products), to the GNP deflator, adjusted
to a 1967 base, such that 1967=100 and, 'coincidently, 1973"100.

(c)u. S. Department of Commorcei Industrial Out1ook,.1978
industry estimates reported, weighted by 1977 vaiue thipments..

- average of four-digit

U. S. Department of Labor, "Revised Industty Projectidim to
Nov. 1976 -- Average of 1980-85 growth rate projection for major
by 1977 value of shipments.

4,

1985," MOnthjy Labor Review,.
industry sub-groups wei-gliiid

(d)Historical rates are.'weighted averages of age-, race-, and sex-specific rates based on
Michigan Department of PubliC Health data and 1960-77.population simulation. The projection
assumptions converge,to the values indicated for remain constant aS the case inay be) except
for those designated by an asterisk (*),, which converge to 2.10 in 1994.

(e)civilian labor force as a percent of the civilian.noninstitutional population, age
16 and over. Projection values are averages of age and sex-specific rate projections,
weighted by the medium growth population projection. -

(f)The projection values'of these variables are determined within the model, not by
assumption. BirthS are based on the medium growth population projection, with varying
birthrate assumptions.

4



(a 2.25 completedfertility rate) while allowing white rates to converge

,upward to the replacement rate (?.10) by 1990. The combinat4n of these

medium assumptions concerning national economic variables and Michigan

birthrates is hereafter referred to as the "benchmark" projection assumptions

and provide a cararison base for.other projections, which allow one or

more of the projection assumptions to vat,

Table 2 presents projection values for key economic and demographic.,

variables at fiv0ear intervals,fri" 2000 'employment, resident

population, regional income, per capita inootre4 bir S,. employment/population

ratio, labor force relative unemployment ra 4 net migration. The

first three columns compare the different projection vlues associated with

the high, medium, and low national growth assumptions, holding relative fuel

prices and blrthrates constant at their medium values. Column two is the

so-called benchmark projection. The ne*t four coldmns hold the medium
4801.,

national economic growth'assumptions constant, but allcm the birthrate and

relative fuel price assumptions to Change. It cane seen that different

birthrates cause signifiCant demographic change but have r'elatively'small

ep_ects on the economic variables, since the aggregate economic impact of

higher or lower birthrites iS delayed for.fifteen to twenty years after Orth.

Higher ot lower rates of increase in relative fuel prices have important

impacts-mall variablesy but not as large as higher or low& rates of

economic growth. In the last column of Table 2, when the low economic growth

assumption is combined with low births and high relative fuel prices, zero

populat4on growth (ZPG) occurs by 1993, with Michigan's populationyeaking

/

at about 9.7'million, as compared to 9.1 million today.

In suftry, Michigan's population in the year 2000 is projected to range

.27



Total
Employment

4 (000)

1977
1980
1985

1990
1995
2000

Change;
CAGRM

.Topulation(000)

1977
1980
1985

1990

1995
2000

Change
CA0Rta

(d)
Total Income

(Billions of 1972

4 l

a

1977/1980
1985

,1990
1995
2000

Change,
CAGR te)

TABLE 2

MICNIdAN ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS THRQUOM 2000

Alternative Econcomti%
Growth Assumptlont

High Medium* Low

3400
3656
4000
4296

4573
4889

3400
3630

3902
4117
4289
4475

. 3400
'3604
3810
3965
4061
4156

1489 1075 756

1.016 1.012 1.009

9129 9129 9129

9284 9281 9277
9654 9600 95-
10230 -10026 9879

10799 10390 10099

11318 10659 10190

2189 1530 1061

1.009 1.005

)

- ,
$49.8 $49.8 $45.8

54.7 54.0

62-.5 6o.o 57.6

68.3 64.0 60.4

73.9 67.5 62;3

80.4 71.3 64:2'

$30.6 $14.4

1.021 1.016 1'.011

I.
44.

Medlum.Economic Growth
(a)

High
Births

3400.

4 3630
3902
4117
4289

. 4471

1071

1.012

9129
9282
.9608

10004
10463
10854

.1725

1.008

$49.8
'54.7
60.0
64.0
-67.5

'71.2

$21.4
1:016

"It

- Low
Births

Nigh
Fuel

Low-
Fuel

ZPG

'Assumptions
(b)

p.

3400 3400 3400'.) 3400

3639 3630 3630 3604

3902 3202 3902 3810

4116 4147 4085 3934

4286 4375 4195 3970

4466 4639 4290 3965

1066 1239 890 565

1.012 1.014 1.010 1.007

el

9129 9129 9129, 9129

9268 9281 -9281 9264

9520 9600 9600 9472

982.0 10043 10006 9657

10005 10501 10233 9651

10203 10920 10368 9473.

1074 1791 1239 344

1.005 1.008 1.006

$49.8 $49.8 '$49.8 $49.8

54.7 54.7 54.7 54.0

60.0 60.0 60.0 57.6

614.0 64.6 63.4 59.8

67.5- 69.0 65.8 60.6

71.1 74.2 68.0 60.8

$2143 $24.4 $18.2 ,$11.0

V.016,, 1.017 1.014 1.009



TABLE 2
MICHIGAN ECONOMIt PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2000 (Continued)

,

Alternative Economis%

4

Medium Econom c,Growth
(a)

Labor Force Growth_Assumptions' ' Low High Low ZPG

(000 *Births Births Fuel,. Fuel Assumptions (b)
High. Medium* Low

1977 4096 4096 4096 4096 4096 4096 4096' '.4096

1980 '4296--- 4294 4296 4294r 4296 4294

1985' 4565 4540 4517 4540 4540 4540 4540 4516

1990 4865 4767 4690 4765 4763 47/6 4757' 4684
41995 5130 4929 4786 4926 4920 4984 4871 4724

2000 5443, 5115 4882 5112 5080 5245 4917 4710,

Change, 1347 1019 786 i016 984 1149 821 . 614

CAGRtci 1.012 1.010 .1.008 1.010 1.009 *
1.011 1.008 1:406

Relative,.: le%

Unemployment Ratd"

127

121

12,
122

1 127
. -

124

127

122
127
122

127
122

127

-122
127
124

1977
1980

1985 . 110 117 122 117 117 117 117, 122

1990 '97 115 127 115 114 111 119, 130

1995 97 119 135 119 117 107 132 145

2000 100 125 142 125' 120 108 -144 157

Net M gration
(000)

1977 33 - 33 '- 33 - 33 - 33 33 - 33 - 33

1980 - 23 - 23 - 23 - 23 - 23 - 23 - 23 23

1985 - 1
- 9 - 16 - 9 - 9 9

- 9 - 18

1990

1995

27

28

2

- 3

- 14
- 25

4

- 4
5

1

8

15

,

19

- 17
44/

Z000 24 - 11 36 . - 15 5 14 - 41 - 65

A



'Per Capita
jncome
(1972 0

TABLE 2
MICHIGAN ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2000 (Continued)

AlternatNe Ecomomisi
Growth Assuzgxlons' Htgh .Low High Low.

(a)
MedluM Econom c.Growth

ZPG (0

High Med * 'Low Birt Births Fuel. Fuel Assumptions' '

1977 $5492

1980 5979
1985 6478

1990 6673

1995 6844

2000, 7101

Charlet
CAGRACI

1676
1.01.2

Bifths (000)

.$5492 $5452 -$54

5898 .45818 5897
6248 6029 6243

6385 s .6110 6371.

6496 6164 6446

6688 6296 6562.

,

1263 . '871 1137.
s 1.009 1.006 1.008

1977, 98 J 138 138 138
(.0
c) 1980 149 149 149 150

J 1965 167 166 165 168

1990 180 177 174 180

1995 177 169 ,163 187

2000 176 163 154 197

$5452-- -15452--45452
5906 5898 5898

6302- 6248 6248

6520 6432 6337

6720,r . 6576 .6408

6973 .
6792 6561

-45452
5826
6081

6190
6281
6419

-1548 1367 1136 994

1.011 16010 . 1.008 1.007.

118 138 138 . 138

142, 149 149 143

147 166 166 146

145 176 176 142

138 171 167 132

112 169 158 121

Employment/
Population

Ratio

!"

1977 .3/ .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .371

1980 .39 .39 .39 .39 .39 .39 .39. .39

1985 .41 .41 .40 .41 '.41 .41 .41 .40

1990 .42 .41 .40 .41 .42 .41 .41 .41

1995 .42 .41 .40 .41 .43 .42 .41 .41

2000 .43 .42 .41 .41 .44 .42 .41 .42 4 G



(s)
.Uniess otherwise noted (as in columns four through seven), medium birth and relative fuel price assumptiont are

used in conjunction with the econoMic giOmdi easuMptlon I lcated.'
,

. ,'

---- ------------- kb- )-This--21)G--assumptIons,,a-r-e- toconocalc- growth,- births,- Arid-Koh- relmti-va_ruel___:pf1tes,___wItIch7taigethir produce-
& Population which peaks in 1993 at 9,681,000.and falls thsrisafter.

,

TABLE 2

FOOTNOTES

Ca.)

(c)
Compound average annual growth rate,' la%

(d)
Real, aggregate Income generated by industry of origin; not theexact equivilent of persopal incomi which is on

a "Owe received" rather than a "where produced1basis, and Includes the not effect of go4ernment transfers among other
adjustments.

(0)
The ratio of Michigan/U.S. aggregate unemployment netes, multlilled by 100.

(f),
Five year average of net migration, up to and including the year in question.

*This is the so-called benchmark projection (based on medium sconoilc growth, medium births, medium fuel assumptions).I.

a

4 8



from as high as 11.3 million under the quite favorable (and unlikely) bigh

etonoMic growth assumptions, to about 10.6 million in the benchmark projection',

and about 10,2 million under less favorable economic or fertility assumptions.

The major reason for population variation ig-the cumulative effect of net

migration patterns which change from negative to positive under the high

economic growth assumptions, decline in size but remain negative or near

zero under medium assumptions, and continue at recent levels under low assump-

tions:32 Per capita real incoMe grows more slowly than in the past under

any projection scenario. The employment/population ratio is quite stable

from projection to projection and compares almost identically to those

assumed by the Department of Commerc [463,in its most recent regional

projections.33 The mode1 captures and reprodres the.equilibrating nature

of migration flows as they theoretically relate to imbalances between labor

supp4 and demand in a region. Labor migrates in or out so as to maintain

the relative unemployment rate within its historicai range -- about 100 to

150. As shown in Table 1, unemployment in Michigarliveraged nearly one-
/

third higher than the national rate during the. 1970's to date reaching,

a ibighl)f 47 percent in 1975: Michigan's unemployment rate was below the

national rate only during t1;e halcyon days of post-war auto bOom--1963 to

1966.

Before turning to the education model, it is instructrve to look at

thwrojected numbers of non-institutionalized,civilians who will be in

32See Table B-2 for annual estimates of white and non-white net migra-
tion as estimated by,the 1960-77 population simulation. From 1971 to 1977,

Michigan experienced an average decline of over 30,000 persons per year due .

to net out-migratIon.

33A rapidly riting or failing ratio would be indicative of structural
instability within the model, producing a,growing gap between labor supply

and demand that could' not be closed by migration flows over the long-run.

32

4 9



C.

those,age cohorts which demand higher education. Table '3 presents historical

estimates and projections of the pool of potential enrollees in higher

education, non-institutionalized civilians from 18 to 49 years of age. Several

important facts stand out: (1) the number of 18-21 year-olds peaked in the

mid-1970's and will fall steadily and significantly until the late 1990's

under all projection scenarios, (2) the numl;er of 22-24 year-olds peas about
A

1980 and declines thereafter, and (3) the only age cohorts which grow in )

(.

numbers after 1985 are those over 30 years of age. In this environment, to

maintain,constant enrollment, educational participation rates would have to

rise significantly. Bant1.ing increas#d par'ticipation by traditional students,

non-traditional participation would have to rise to unimaginable heights,

given that e baby-boom is already the mot highly-educated cohort ever to
Nroli,

pass th gh our population.
#

Table 3 also points out the impact of varying economic growth aSsumptions

on the pool of potential enrollees, when birthrates and relative fuel prices

are held constant at their medium values. Up through.1985 there are

relatively small differencestin the pool among the hi'gh, medium, and low

projections. By 1990, however, there is roughly a 100,000 pqrson gap

I'Setween each projection, which expands from 250,000 (low vs. medium) to

350,000 (high vs. medium) by the year 2000. The growing gap reflects among

other things the cumulative impact of different net migration patterns on

he 18-49 year-old age group. Assuming a constant 12.5 percent aggregate

higher education pArticipation rate for 18-49 year-olds,
34

the 1-ieadcount

34As will ,be seen below, 12.5 percent is the 1977 aggregate participation
rate -- the highese'achieved in Michigan's history and as,high or higher
than any rate projected in this study. The ag9rega1e paticipation Tate
is a weighted average of the individual age-sex specifte rates.

33



Actual(a)

TABLE 3
MICHIGAN'S POOL OF POTENTIAL ENROAEES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

(Thousands of NoninstItutionallzed Civilians)

Traditional Cohorts Non-Traditional Cohorts

18-21 -12-24 Subtotal 25-29, 30-34 35-49

1960
1965

1970

1975
1977

366
478
605
694

700

262
311

405
471

486

628

789
1010
1165
1186

472
473

589
724

758

535
469
484

585
630

Projected(b)

High-1980 681 502 1183 809 711

1985 623 486 1109 858 799

1990 616 452 1068 844 862

1995 566 450 1016 812 852

2000 635 440 1075 786 824

Medium-1980 681 502 1183 809 710

1985 618 482 1100 851 794

1990 599 437 1036 818 842

1995 536 423 959 765 810

2000 587 401 988 717 758

Low-1980 680 502 118/ 808 710

1985 614 478 1092 844 790

1990 588 426 1014 800 827

1995 513 405 918 732 780

2000 553 374 927 668 711

1

Tota I

Subtotal 18-49

1520 2527 3155

1556 2498 3287

1529 2602 3612

1465 ' 2774 3939 .

1458 2846 4032

1513 , 3033 4216

1753 3410 45t9

2070 3776 4844

2340 4004 5020

2475 4085 5160

1513 3032 4215

1745 3390 4490

2038 3698 4734

2268 3843 4002

2347 3822 4810

1512 3030 421

1738 3372 444
2014 3641 4655

2217 3729 4647

2257 3636 4563

(a) Derived from 1960-1977 population simulation

(b),Only economic growth assumptionsvary, birthrates and relative fuel price assumptions are held constant a

medium projection values

their



enrollment impact of alternative economic growthdissumptions is a difference

of about 12,000 students in 1985, rising to a differential of from 36,000

to 45,000 students by the year 2000.

When one repgnizes tbe fact that the mix among traditional and non-

traditional students is changing 6amatically over the projection period,

It seems highly likely that the aggregate participation rate, which is a

weighted average, will fall during the projection period in absence of

significant increases in traditional participation rates. Decline will, in

fact, be the case when we examine the projections of the education model,

which is discussed next.

THE EDUCATION MODEL

The purpose. of the education* model is to project the demand for higher

education in Michigan threTugh the,"Tainder of the century'in a time-series

context. In order to do so, it js necessary to-"explain" or model the

time path of higher education demand in ttif past, rather than merely go

through some exerciSe in trwid extrapolation. -This approach requires a
r4

theoretical model which identifies those variables Ashich influence the -

demand for higher eduation by age and sex, and the empirical estimation

of those causal relationships. The nature of the demand model erected in

this study and thus the character of the projections which derive from ti

that model are determined, in part, by the quantity anequality of data

available to the task''.' As in the case of the economic model, the limeleNr

data base available is a constraint on the modeling effor:t more.severe

in the case of modeling regional education demand than for the economic

model.

The only consistent and sufficiently detailed data collected for the

1960-1977 period for Michigan is fall headcount enrollment by ins

35
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Other peasures of market cohditions35 in higher education,,!such As full-time

equivalent studentt '(FIE) and fiscal yeariluated studentAF4S)7are
_

avallOble onlyJor shorter periods, are not consistently defined over those

data periods, and do not have a companion data source of quality collected
1)

on a national basis. It was the existence of demographically-detailed

national enrollment data collected an4 published by the Department of

Commerce36 which confirmed the use of fall headcount enropment as the

data base for a Michigan-specific demand variable. -UnfortUnately, no

educational statistic, even headcount, for Michigan is disaggregated by

age or sex of stikient on a time-series basis. . This fact neceSsitated the

derivation of Michigan-specific age-sex participation rates-for higher

education by combining nationaland regional data.

The task of generating dn acceptable dependent varliable measuring the

Michigan demand foi. hig4 education was accomplished in several steps.

First, national participation rates by,sex were computed from U. S. data

for the following age cdhorts--16-17, 18719, 20-21, 22-24, 25-29; 30-34,

anii 35 and corer. These'participation rates are formed by dividing the

35NO1 necessarily equilibrium conditions, since supply-side
constraints (e.g., space, information) and non-price rationing4(e.g.,
quotas, admission standards) may not allow enrollment stattstics to be
interpreted as equilibrium values.

36The mbst recent of th416 series of reports based on the'Current
Population Survey is U. S. Department of Comme'rce, Current Population
Reports, Series P-20, No. 319 (February, 1978) "School Enrollment--Social
and Economic Characteristics of Students: October, 1976." Similar
data by age, race, sex, type of institution, student socio-economic status,
and other characteristics is available on an annual (October), btasis,
under various titlese in the P-20 series. Enrollment figures include persons
attending a two-year or four-year college, university, or professional
school (e.g., Medical or law) but exclude persons attending trade school,
business college, and,enrollment which does not advance the student toward a
recognized'college'degree.

36



a

.

Tumber Attober enrollees-in hfgher ed4tatiOn by the oivilian'non-
40

e

institutional population for each age and sex cohOrt in qu6tton. SeCond,"

e a

because of their, small numbeiss, 16-17 year-old enrollments, were cOm4ined" \I

wiK1,18--19-year-Oldi opd divided by the 18-19 year-old populatfOn
.

4

*Thus, for th*s study, enrollments and the pool'of po:xentially enrolling
n

,

population are con4ruent1y defihpd as bejng 18 6 49 years of age, bu't

Participafiodrates;inclUde the very sma1.1 number'Of enrolieei under 18.years

of age. Third, because the demand functions estimated for the 30-34 and
,

35 and over a9e cohoris Were virtually identical, and because these st'udents

.'

A

ere both clearly howtraditional, those:cohorts were:combined in the final
41-

. ,

form of the sludy.
.,

.

. , ..

Lastthese lational p&rticlpation rates were adjusted-by u9.ing th'e ,

ratio of Michigan aril:1,U. S. particiPation 'rates by age and derlyed from
04 4 ,

. the.19g0 and 1970 CppsuseS-Of Population, ,the onlje demographiCally-detalled

4. sOurce'of enrollment and population data far Michfgan wh4-0 has &congruently-
.

deftned matiOnal counter:part. The applicatIon of these adjustment factors.

, yielde'd estimates of -MiChigh-ospecific,participation rates by age and sex

f?Om11960.td 1977. .
- , k '4'

n
, Taille 4' details thse'estimates of Michigam-specifichigher education,

. .

pqrticipation rates by age and sex frOm 1960 to41977. gveral characteristics

. ze"Richigan's demand for.education are notable. The bulge in the partidioa-
. ,

,
.

p na.

4.

.
.

tion,of young males during the, 1965-71 Vietnam beriod is obvious.. Participation

of 18-21,year-o1d males has returned to pre-Vietnam levels since 1971.

Female) participation has trended steadily upward for all age grAps --
)

traditional and non-traditional alike. Likewise, non-traditional male

participation has risen over the.period, most dramatically +luring the pos
. i

, . .
,

lietnam,yeors:. These participation rate's, then, are,the dependent variables

,

37
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TABLE 4 . (a)
'HIGHER EDUCATION PARTICIPATION RAT,ES BY AGE AND SEX .

, MICHIGAN -- 1960 --t97 .

(October Headcount !3s Percent of Civilian Non-jt tutional Population

e 18-19
03

?

Year Male Female

* , .

20711 -22-24 -: .25-29 30-49'

c

Maje Female Male Famaie iii)i ---Fer-maie -.Male Female

1960 39.5 26.2 29.7 12.1:3

1961. 40.2 26.8 31:7 13.8

1962' 45.2 28.7 33.1 14.4

1963 40.7 27.7 35.7 16.7.

1964 44.6 29.5 36.8 , 17.8.-

1965 48.3 33.4 40.6 18.3

146 48.2 33.5 45.0 19.3

- 1967 9 34.2 47.9 21.9-

1968 50.1 35.8 19.9

1969 50.3., 36.3 50.4 23.2

1970 46.4 36.6 46.0 /1.6

1971 47.2 36.9' 42.6 24.9

1972 43.7 36.6 40.5 24.7

1973 40.3 k 33.9 37.9 24.3

1974 35.1 35.,5 38.1 24.4

1975 41.9 38.9 38.3 25.7'

1976 39.7 39.3 36.1 28.5

1977
(c) 40.4 40.3 35.0 29.1

Average 4

1960-77 44.0 33.9 39,7 21.1

1960-64 42.0 27.8 33.4 1'5.0

1965-71 48.2 35.2 45.9 21.3

1972-77 40.9 37.4 37.7 26.1

15.9

14.5

18.9 [

20.6

17.1

',22.2

22.7

21.7.

21.1

24.0

22.3

.
24.6

22.4

20.2

20.6

21.3

22.0
,

21.j

3:1
'7

1.9
,

16 1.0

3.5 7.4 . ! 2..1 1.4

3.7, 9.0 1.6 -1.0

4.2. 8.0 2.4 1.5
-,

1.0

4.4 '8.5 2'.6 1 .6 1.1

642 :947 3.2 1.7 1.2

6..6 .10.2 3:7 -:1*.6 1.1

6.9 10.1 : 3.4 1.9 1.2

7.9 11.2 . To. 1.8 1,1

9.0 11.9 4.2 2.0 1.5

.9.2.. 11.5 4.2. 1.9

8.3 12:6 4.5 2.6 1.9
,

9.1 .
13.0 5 8 3.1 ,2.3

10.1 12.:6 6.0 3.1 2.6

11.2. '6.4 7.5 3.9 3.4

12.5 13..8, 7.5 4.6 3.9

14.2 11.1 8.0 4.0 4,2
n

14.9 13:5'h 6.9 3..# 4.3

20.7 8.1 11.0 4.5 2.4 2.0

17.4 3.8 8.3 2.1, 1.5 1.0

12,.7 7.7 11.0 3.8 1.9 1.4

21.2 12.0 13.2 714 3.7 3.5

;

;-)



'V.

TABLE 4

FOOTMOAS,

(a)Based-on nationalz.part1cipa0on rates as estimated by the U.S'. Bureau of Censds, Current Population

Reports, Series P-20, adjusted for-differences betweeirMichigan and U.S..enroliment patterns loy'age and sax

acAording to tha 1960 and 1970 censUses, and for the July-October Michigan populatiqp differential.

(b)
,
Participation rate computed using 16-19 year:old

%

bnrollees As numerator.

(c) Projection based'on education.model
,
, using actual 1977 values-for exogenous variables.

P.

1

1.7
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used in the educational modeLelmeasuring the demand for higher education in

Michigan by age and seX. .4?

'In order to validate their usefulness, it remains to see if they

accurately reproduce the actual enrollments experienced in Michigan from,
e

1960 to 1977. Orily then,will a model derived from using the,particfpation

s

rates be acceptale for purpose5 of projecting' the future. To va14date____,_

the rates, it was necessary to multiply each Michigan participation rate

by the appropriate estimate of civilian, non-institutional population derived
4

from the 1960 to 1977 population simulation yielding enrellment estimates

by age and sex. These estimates were then_aggregated to yield an "estimate"' .

,

of total fall enrollment for Michiganfor the'years,1960 to 1977, which

could then be compared to actual enrollment.

Table 5 presents historical enrollment patterns for Michigan for 1960

to 1977 by major type of institution (private colleges, public four-year

colleges and universities, and public two-year colleges). For the sake of

brevity, pub ic four_year institutipns will sometimes be called "badcalaureate"

institutions ih this study and public two-year schools will sometimes be

called "junior colleges." In addition, the right-hand portiop of Table 5
7"..1

compares Michigan's actual aggregate enrollment to that "estimated''by using

the dependent variablf derived according to the procedure described above.

The estimates came within lo,pq enrollees of the actual number in twelve
0

of the seventeen years, and deviated.by no more than 27,000, this during

A

1969 and 1970 at the height of Vietnam distortions. One-half of the

deviations were one percent or less and only the 1969 and 1970 differences

exceeded four percent of aggregate enrollment. The average deViation was

2.2 percent for aggregate enrollment and just over one percent for four-year

public institutions, if 1969 and 1970 are excluded. Interestingly the

40.



Year

1960

1961

1962

1961----

1964

,1965

666

1967."

1968

1969

1970

101

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1577

TABLE 5
HISTORItAL ENROLLMENT PATTERNS - MICHIGAN, 1960-1977

(October Headcouqt In Thousands)

Actual Enrol1ment/(Share)(8) .

\74
( b

Simulated Enrollment
Agaregate

Private

Public

Aggrela (opo).2-Yr.' 4-Yr. .q Total

36(21) ,27(16) 108(63) 1 79) 171

38121)j 32(17) 112(62) 144(79) 182 181

34(18) 120(62) 154(40) 194, 195.

41(19) 38(19) 129(62) 167(81) 208 205
,

44(19) 46(20) '''143(61) 189(89\ 233 230

48(18) 58(2) 162(60) 220(82). 268 256

49(17) 70(24) 176(59) 246(83) 295 401

50(16). 80(25) 188(59) 268(84) ' 318 315-

51(1) 96(28) 198(57) 294(85) 345 335

51(14) 115(31), 208(55) 323(86) 374 347

52(13) 126(3) 218(55), 344(87) 396 369

53(13) 132(33) 220(54) 352(87) 405 4o4

51(12) 136(34) 219(54) 355(88) 406 411

51(12) 153(36) .222(52) 375(88) 426k 436

55(12). 17468) w 230(50) 404(88) 459 460

61(12) 197(40) 241(48) 438(88) 499 489

60(12) 188(39) 237(49) 425(88) 485 502

60(12) 187(3,9) 237(49) 424(88)
,.

484 505

i1=-Actual

(000) Perent

- 1 * 112

1 . * 121

- 3' -1% 126

- 3 -1 6 t42'

-12

6

1A

2

,

11.8528i

_ 3 -1, 182
..,,

1o.

-TO
.

..3 193'

-27 -7, 197

-27 -6 203

- i * 220

5 1 218

10 .
2 225

) * 4 / 230

-10 -2 2110

17 3 5249

- 21 4 242,

.(a) Source: 'Michigan Department of Education. .

(b) Computed by simulating education participation rate'model from 1961-1977 and using the age-sex specific rates to
generate enrollments for each cohort by muTtiplying the corresponding element of the civilian_non-institutional
oopulatJon. The enrollMents were then aggregated and multiplied by the simulated private and iwcalaureate shares .
Less than 0.5 percent.

6 2
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baccalaureate institutions'absorb most of the 1969 and 1970 errors but

4

almost none of the error iffthe other years --,a further indication that

1969 and 1970 were atypical years for Micitigan. Over the.data pertod, then,

. the participation rates estimated for Michigan do an acceptable job of

reproducing Michigan's'actual enrollment experience.

Several potential difficulties are-inherent in this approach, however,

. and should be noted. First, theenrollment variable used does not distinguish

between firstrtime and continuing enrollees or between'full-time and part-

time enrollees. Naitonal data derived from the Labor Department's-Current

Populati'on Survey indicates that, in aggregate; first-year students have

remained a relatively stable proportion of all students and of the total

18-34 year-old population* This data is not available by age group, however,

and only goes back to 1967. The some data source shows that, except,for

the non-traditional age groups, full-time stOdents as a proportion of total

students have remained remarkably stable frdm 1960-1976, with small increases .

for young males occurring durinutheyiepham period. Students,over twenty-
.

five havioshown a tendency to increase.full-time enrollments over the data

period, although theaproportion exhibits eTelatively large degree of

variability.

Second and'more important to the interpretation of the projection

results below, is thelarked change in aggl-egate enrollment patterns for

Michigan relative to the U. S. in the last two years of the data period,

1976 and 1977. Chart 1 depicts the time path of the aggregate higher

education pa ticipation rate from 1960 to 1977.37 This is the only

participlI14n rate which allows a direct comparison between actual Michigan

P

37The aggregate participation rate is defined as total fall enrollment

divided by the civilian non-institUtional population, 18-49 years of age.

42
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data and actual U. S. data, Michigan demonstrates a steadily upwar4I trend

in higher education participation remarkably similar but consistently.higher

than the national participation rate. There are only two exceptions over

the eighteen-year period, Abe 1969-1970 bulge in Michigan s experjence noted

above, and the dramatit'decline of Michigan's participation to national levels

in 1976 and below the national rate in 1977. Using age-and sex-specific

national rates as the starting point for deriving4Michigan participation

rates by age and sex, then, results in the underprediction in 1969 and 1970,

an8 the overprediction in 1976 and 1977 that appear in 'Table 5. Unfortunately,

these latter two years are at the end of the data period. Consequently, the

projections will reflect an,upward bias, especially for tim-year colleges,

unless the decline in Michigan's participation relative to the nation ip the

last two years can be explained. Fortunately, it appears that most, if not

.all,of.the apparent 1976-77 decline in Michigan's participation relative to

'national trends represents a change in the offiCial state definition,-of

enrollment38 rather than a fundamental shift in demand. Consequently,

projected ehrollments merely reflect the previous (1960-1975) definition of

headcount and do not appear to contain any upward bias due to underlying

behavioral factors.

The next step in the modeling process is to find variab es to explain

the 1960-to 1977 time-pth of the de'rived, Michigan-specific participation(

rates. This requires a theoretical model of educational demand, data to,,

38Beginning in 1976 and as a matter of policy in 1977, the tate of
Michigan requ;ires that "community service" or so-called "leisure time"
enrollment be excluded froM headcount reported by two-year schools. It
would appear that a large portion if not all of the apparent participation
decline is due to a change in the State's official definition of headcount.

43
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measure the explanatory variables, and empirical estim44ion of the relation-

ships among'those variables and the particiOation rates. 'The theoreticol

framework for the model is the Becker approach to individual choice

behavior,39, which, treats the allocation of time and goods over the life-

.

cycle simultaneously, as inputs to so-called lhousetIold production functiOns." .

Households are thought to:produce commodities by combining purcbase of

market goods and time. Amongethese commodities are work (labor force

Tarticipation) recreatdon, health, children (fertility ratet), and education

both informal (on-the-job training, home study, etc.) and formal (higher

education participation in particular). .A detailed statement of this

theoretical framework is presented in Appehdix C.

To simplify the theoretical framework, the structural model and

'projections of demand classify the explanatory variebles utilized in this

, study into five;categories. 'The dettrminants of the demand for higher educa-

tion'over iime are grouped as olJows: (1) the price of education relative

to other market'cOmmodities and among alternative institutions, where the

price.of education is the sum of direct, private costs tuition, room, and

board; (2) real per capita income; (3) direct'aublic subsidies to higher

education sucfi as granirs, loans, and veteran's penefits; (4) the opporfuety

costs of substitutes and compliments to higher education, including contemporaneous
a

labor market conditions, the "taste" for future Pabor force participation,

and military service; (5) and variables such as,relative educational attainment",

or relative cohort size for different age-sex groups in society which

directly influence the actual or perceived productivity of various household

alternatives. Most of the exogenous variables.used in the e'ducational model

are listed by category and variable across the top of Table 6. The body of

39See bibliography entries [3], [4], and [5] for primary sources.
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Year

1960
1961

1962

1963

1964

1965
1966

.1967
*1968
1969

1970
1971

1972

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Averages

oP
TABLE 6. . ,

M 5TORICA11,DATA FOR EXObENOUS VARiABLES (Continued)
EDUCATION MODEL

Productivity Effects
Relative Mile
Cohort Size
15-24/25,34'

(c.pHORT)- (GAFF)

Female Educ. -

Attainment cap

25-34/35-54

Ot9
146
1:15
1.21

1.28

1.35
1.40
1.'41

* 1.40
1.40

1.,44

1.48
1.44

1.39
1.36
1.34
1.30
1.26

2.5,p.p.
2.7 -
2.8
3.2

3.5
3.8

4.7
5.6

5.5
6.1

7.3
8.4
9.6

10.7
11.8
12.2

13.0
15.8

1960-77, 1.31 7.2 p.p.

1960-69 1.26 4.0

1970-77 1.38 11.1

(a) For detailed definitions, see Table A-1.

Based On Department of Labor estimates for(b)

Opportunity Cdsts of Compliments SubstituteS fo
.Female , 14ichlgan U.S. Unemployment Rates'

Labor Force Military . High School Gradvat

Parti;c..Ratee , Inductions All Workees

Aga:35-'44' 000 Age 16+

(FOPR49 (INENCT) , (uNia)

, 43.5% 96 n/a

43.8 60 n/a

44.1 158 6.0

44.9 74 n/a

45.0 151_ 55
46.1 103 4.7

46.9 340 3.7

46:1 ,299 3.6
'48.9 ift5 . 3.4

49.9 07. 3.1

51.1
51.6.

52.0

53.3
54.7

55.8
57.8
59..6

March of each year.

Not available for 1977, assumed to be identical to 1976.

156
27

36

9

5.8
6.1

5.2

5.3
9.2
8.1

47 9

109 55%

175 4.3
27 6.5

Age 25734
Male

(MHUR34)

Female
(FHLIR34)

n/a
n/a
4.4
n/a

n/a
n/a
6.0
n/a

3.4 6.8

2.8 5.9
2.1 3.5
2.3 3.8

1.9 4.4

1.5 4.2

3.0 4.0

44 6.6

4.1 5.1

3.5 5.6

4.0 5.3
9.0 10.0

7.5 8.8

7.1 8.3

.4.1% 5.9%

2.6 4.9
6.7

71



Table 6 details their historicAl values and some useful averages4over the

1960-1977 data period.

The price oi institution-specific higher education fs determined by

taking 'weighted averages of tuition, room, and board for Michigan's public and

private institutions from 1960 to 1976, using enrollments as weights. The

price of two-year college is based on tuition only. Those weighted averaps

are then paired to form price relatives between institutions and ilso paired

with the "price"'lif all other goods, represented by the Michigan consumer pri.ce

index. Real per 6apiti income and the relative size of various 15-24 year-old

population cohorts compared to 25-34 year-old cohorts are derived from the

economic model. Contemporaneous labor market conditions are approximated with

age-specific ,unemployment irtes for high school graduates!M while the changing

tagtes for future labor market entry is captured by olderlabor force participa-,

tion rate 5-44 year-olds). Military service constraint's are.measured by

Michigan-specific inductions into the armed services, while the service-related

benefits are Michigan-specific veteraneducational eXenditures, deflated 63,

the state consumer price index. Likewise, other goVernment subsidies are

deflated and expressed in the form of average real dollars per/student

recipient. The average student loan, tuition grant, and scholarship were All

V ,

utilized in the empirical estimation.of the model. Finally, the educationaT

attainment-gap between 25-34 year-olds and 35-54 year-olds is measured by

using national data.41

4ows. Department of Labor, Smcial _Labor Force Report 133, March, 1977
and earlier annual reports.

41u.S. Department of Commerce, Current Population Report, "Educational
Atta nment in the United States: March 1977 and 1976, Series P-20, No. 314
and arlier 'reports.

t,?
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11/

To estimate the relationship between these explanatory, variabl and

t4 age and sex-specific participation rates, it was necessary to ma several
\

N,......4...__Fa.ssumptions. First, this study treats Michigan as'a closed system of hig,9r

education, with relatively small gross flows of migrating students and insigni-

ficant net flows.42 Consequently, Michigan's population alone was used as

the basis for simulating and projecting enrollments. Second, s\ce this study

relies on a time-serjes approach using cohort data rather than the individual

survey data-typical of cross-section studies, this model implicitly assumes

no major changes in the distribution of income or in other relevant family

socio-economic characteristics that are not explicitly treated in the model.

'Third, the model does not distinguish clearly betweerN the investment and

consumption aspects,of higher education, treating It as a single, lumpy

commodity. Such distinctions, as noted above,
P
re common to rate of return

studies. Last, it is assumed that relative availability of information among

. prospective enrollees concerning higher education and its alteAatives has

not and will not undergo any dramatigchanges. Such assumptions are usual

for studies of this sort and are dictated by the 'lad( of istihg data at the

Ilevel of detail necessary to treatthese potential 1!)roblems explicity.

The structural equations estimated for the higher education model are

found in Table 7 and again in Appendix A, Table A-2, together with the formal

definitions for each variable.' There are ten participation rate equations,

42Accordin6 to Tuckman [45], Michigan experiences a college student
voruntary outmigration rate of about 10 percent compared.to a national average.
of 18 percent. Recent information suggests that inmigration is less than 10
percent pf total enroNment. For niost institutions, excepting the University
of Michigan and Michigan State University, inmigration is probably small.
Furthermpre, the small propOrtion of.private schools, residency requirements
for public, two-year schools, and significaa tuition subsidies and financial
aid to state residents mitigate against significant interstate,flows of
students.
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(1)

(2)

TABLE 7
STRUCTURAL EQMATIONS -.-.EDUCATiON MODEL

RM19

RM21

29.74 + .0246299 INDUCT + 8.47270 COHORT
(6.26) (5.57) (2.29),

-8.50 + .3227 LRM19 + .0214156 INDUCT + 23.7592 COHORT

(-1.08)* (1.35)* (3.55) -(3.72)

RM24 1.29 + .0013787 PCY + .209753 MHUR24 + .2891 RM21

(1.48)* (1.62)* (3.11)

RM29 1.06 + .0200892 MVEED + 1.75 GIBILL + .00199711 PCY

(0.64)** (2.71) (2.45) (5.06)-

RM49 0.11 + .0157984 MVEED + 0.g8 GIBILL + .0002950 PCY

(6) RF19

(7) RF21

(8) RF24

(9) RF29

(10) RF49

(0.25)** (7.03) (7.39) (3.31)

+ .0760137 MHUR34
(2:26)

4.44 + .52549 FLFR44 + .0102878 AVGSD

(0.77)** (4.04) (3.15)

-18.43 + .3303 LRF19 + .5500 FLFR44 . 2205 AVGSD

(-5.29) (2.32) (4.66) (1.81)

-22.96 + .685845 mr1144 + t025336 AVGSD 4;16720 RPRICE

(-6.87) (15.56)14\.., (1.92) (-1.71)*

6.7661 RPRICE + .(5183977)GAPF
(-2.40),

- 5.8787 RPRI'C .295515 GAPF

(-5.13) 6.40)

4,91 + .000425 PCY -
(2.67)

4.05 + .0001831 PCY
...(4.76) (1.47)*

+ .105554 FHUR34

(3 )

'Standard

Error

.777 1.99 '

.896 2.05

.743 1.53

.904 0.71 ,

.990 ' 0.12

.871 , 1.61

.958 2 .21 4.6%

.979 0.53 DO' 6.9%

Mean

S.E.

as a.%
of Mean

44.24 4.5%

40.62 5.0%

20.72 .7.4%

10.85 6.5%

2.35 5.1%

33.52 4.8%

.976 0.36

.987 0.14

4.27 8.4%

1.84



TABLE 7 (Continued)

R2
Standard
Error

as a %
Mean of Mean

,(11) .VSHARE 54.37 - 17.9345 'PM
(17.88) (-9.18)

(12). BACP 65.76 - 1.74242 BTOJ

13.040 PRICE
(-2.60).

.0274628 MVEED

.961 .72 15.72 4.6%

.992 .82 67.66 1.2*

cn

(11.18) (-1.92) (-1.78)

a

*Not significant at the 95.0% level of confidence, but significant at the 90.0% level.

**Not significant at the 90% level of confidence.

ti
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4.
*of,

five for each sex, whicillare then subdivided into 18-19, 20-21, 22-24, 25-29,

and 30-49 year-old age cohorts: ,Ordinary-ieast-squares\was used to estimate

each equation. Durbin-Watson statistics, which are not reported in Table 7,

indicate, without exception, that no significant autocorrelation exists,
r

suggesting strongly that the small unexplained errors, which range from.four

to eight percent, are due to random variation over time,:probably associated

with exppnatory variables which hav ran impacts on participation but

are not included in'the model specif cation.

Relative price (RPRICE) 'and income (PCY) variables were used initially

as regressors in each of the ten'age-and,sex-specific relationships. Mile

participation wai, without exception, unrelated to relative price changesand

only non-traditional male students aM29, RM49) were sensitive to real income

trends. Older femaleS (RF24/RF29;:RF54),Ihowever, appear to be much more

responsive to price stimuli and also exhibit significant, although less dramatic

income responses. Young female participants (RF19, RF21), like young males,

exhibit income and price elasticities which are not significantly different

from zero. In those cases when income or price coefficients are significantly

different from zero, the demand response is inelastic and in the expected

direction.i3

Direci saiSsidies to higher education partitipatiön have the effect of

changing the relationship between relative prices for education and other

goods. Again, traditional male participation (RM19, RM21, RM24) showed no

significant relationships to the availability of loan, scholarship, or tuition

subsidies provided by the State. On the other hand, the average real scholar-

ship award (AVGSD) and the average real student loan were both highly related

0

43ParticipatiA and rQative price increases are negatively related, as
expected, while real income and participation exhibit the'expected positive

relationship. Other studies have cOncluded that higher Oucation is highly

price inelastic [14,28]. This inelasticity is undoubtedly. due, in part, to the

fact that the tuition, room and board often represent buI a small/ portion of

the market clearing price for the highly subsidized merit 'good -+ higher educaVon.
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to participation in the traditional female cohorts, although only the

former was used in the structural equations because of multicollinearity.

These results suggestca commonly accePted conclusion -- that habit persistence

by young males is stronger than among young females with respect to adquiring

formal education, making males less reSponsive to changes in income or.out-

.of-pocket costs. This is due largely, one would suspect, to the historically

high level of labor force participation among men reiative to women reflecting
4

their traditional roles in society. Veterans benefits (WEED, GIBILL), on

the other hand, are highly related to participation among Ron-traditional

male students, reflecting the large number of post-Korean arld post-Vietnam
ine

veterans wfio have pokulated.our campuses, especially junior colleges, during

the 1970's.

Growing Aduca ional participation among traditional female cohorts

parallels the d atic change in tastes among women for market rather than

household work as women secure formal credentials in anticipation of labor

force entry. Their demand for higher education, then, is derived from the

change in t stes for a complimentary good labor market participation. Thus,

it is no rprise that traditional female educational participation ral*s

were hig ly and positively related to labor force participation rates for

older male (FLFR44), Which was used as a Proxy for the changing tastes

for m4rket work on the part of. women in all age cohorts. In all equations,

mor9bver, unemployment rates by age cohort, s ecific to high school

4graduates and to college graduates, were n an attempt to captbre the

impact of contemporary labor market conditions an alternative or substitute

for college-going. The unemployment rate for' high school graduates (MHUR34,

FHUR34) was significantly and positively related to partic tion for both

males and females over thirty years of age. In'all other cases but one (RM24),
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the unemployment rate variables were either insignificant or entered with

the wropg sign.44

It remained to find significant explanatory variables for young male

and older female cohorts which were not purely price, incoMe or opportunity

cost variables. It is comrnly acCepted that young males '"escaped" from

conscription during the Vietnam War in part by.enrolling in college, and

inductions of Michigan males (INDUCT) are, indeed, highly related to the

bulge in traditional male participatiOn from 1965 to 1971. 'The rather

dramatic impact of the demographic twist associated with the baby boom also

may have.played a meaningful role in determining traditional male partici-

potion. Economics, in general, and rate of return studiei, in particular,

Suggest that a larger lber of intra-cohort competitors will lower_Xhe

rate of return to higher education. However, as individuals, young males

will see the attainment of more forMal schooling as both a way to out-compete .

or at least keep up with their fellow cohort members and as a_means to delay

entry into a crowcied segment of the labor market. Durin§ the' ldte 1960's

and early 1970's, the size of the 15-24 year-old cohort in Michigan peaked

relative to the number of 25-34 year-olds', becoming nearly fifty percent

. higher due to the baby boom. Historically, those twO cohorts have been'

roughly equal in _size. During the remainder of the century, however, the

15-24 year-old cohort will actually become smaller than its older counterpart

due to the baby bust of the last tWo decades. The relative size of these

tWo cohorts (COHORT) was a significant explanatory variable for young

male participation rates,.although not for young females, who have not

44It is expected that rising unemployment.for high school graduates
in the same age cohort wouldtend to increase participation (positive sig9
ceteris paribus, and that rising unemployment\among college graduates
would mitigate against participation/ (negatiO sign).
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6Trienced widespread intra-cohort competitpi in the lab& market to date.

Next, in an attempt to explain non-tr ditional female student enrollment

patterns, this study employed educational attainment gap variables (GAPF)

to measure the differential betvieen older and'younger segments-of the

popula n. Assuming the usual direct-relationship between formal education

and market productivity, lp increasing demand for labor fore partieipation

among all female cohorts Oould create a derived 'demand for higher education

in the older, less well-educated cohorts. Thus, the educational attajnment

gap Variable represents the perception4of.higher productivity by the older'

female participant who either' intends to reehter the labor force, upgrade

4

-helA occupation, or compete directly with younger females as a new entraft,

'While occupational upgrading is also present, among males (the other two motives

are not common), the corresponding male educitional attainment,gap variable

was not significantly related to the non-traditional male participation rates,.

One suspects that older males, in aggregate; rely more on on-the-job

experience for ilpgrading than on formal education, and that the participation,

ratesfor older males,}hich have traditionally beer higher than thp cothparable

female rates, have reflected ongoing career switching and occupational'up-

grading aMong males since,well before the data period.

Last., the 20-21 year-old participation rate equations for both spxe

contain the lagged participation rate for 18-19 year-olds, the purpose.of

which is to cpture the carryover enrollment associated with the attend
#

patteNps for the four-year, baccalaureate degree. This is necessary beciuse

the cohorts involved are only two years in length. Because of a shortage
'

of degre-es of freedom, however, other lagged relationships were not attemptd
'11.

except for the possible carryover,into 22- ear-old c6horts associated

fr

with educational deepening aNd lower course loads. Tills is significant only
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'Othr"Goods
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Bene its in
Mic tgan
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TABU. 8.
PROJECTION ASSUMPTIONS FOR EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

(a)

EDUCATION MODEL

,40

. Abbreviation Remarks"

RPRICE : Will tuition room
And board rise faster or slow-
er than the general price
level?

,

PTOB : Will ilublic tUition,
room and board rrke or fall
relative to private colleges?

BTOJ Will junior and
community college tuition rise
relative to baccalaureate?

PCY : Depepds on state
economic and demographic
conditions

AVGSD : Will the legisla-
ture maintain the real value
of the state scholarship
award?

MV.E.ED : Current law termi-
nates all-,.benefits by 1988

(1989-2000A=0)

a,

1977 Alternative Projection Aisumptions, 1978-2000
(b)

Actual Optimistic Base Pessimistic

0.98 Decline to 0:85
by 2000

1.61

5.17

Hold constant
at 1.63

Deeline to 4.50
in 1985, then to
4.00 by 2000

Hold Constant Increase to 1.10
at 0.98 . by 2000

Decline to 1.50
in 1985, hold
constant there-
after

Decline to 4.50
in 1985, hold

-constant there-
"after

Decline to 1.50
in 1985, then to
1.13 by 2000

Hold constant at

5.17

$5452 Determined in economic model', value depends on projec-
tion assumptions for economic growth, birth rates, and
relative fuel prices.

$439 Hold constant at Decline, to 400 by 'Decline to 220

439 1985, hold con by 2000

stant the'reafter'

$77m Slower decline
based on fixed
pool of potential.
users

Decline based on
post-Koreari

experience

F ster decline
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TABLE 8 (Continued)
PROJECTION ASSUMPTIONS FOR EXOGENOUS VARIABLES(a)

EDUCATION MODEL

Productivit Alternative Projection Assumptions, 1978-2000
(b)

Effects Abbreviation : Remarks Actnal Optimistic Base Pessimistic

Relative Male COHORT : The baby boom/bust 1.26 Do not allow_ to Do not all6w to Allow to'fall

COhort Size causes xatio to peak in'1971 fall Wow fall bialow to pr9jected

15-24/25-34 and to fall through most fe
of the rest of the century' '

1.10(c) leveltc)

Gat, In Female GAPF: The highly-educateEL 15.8p.p. 1980: 17p.p. 16p.p. 14b.p.

Educational baby boom first reaches 35 1985: 16 14 12

Attainment years of age in 1982 and is 1990: 13 11 7

25-34/35-54 completely over 35 by 1996. 1995: 10 8 5

2000: 8 6 5

Opportunity

410-, Costs

Female Labor
Force Partici-
pation Rate,
Age 35-44

Military
Inductions

Male/Female
High,,School

Unemployment
Rates, 25-34

FLFR44 Basej on 'Department

of Labor estimates

INDUCT

MHUR34/ FKUR34

54.5% There are no alternative projectiOns, see Table,..1

for labor force participation rate projections

0 0 -0 0

'7.1% ' Value determined in economic model, based on-three

alternative interpretations of the Tecent relationship

between h gh school graduate experience ansl the

aggregate oyment rate
eV

(a) ,See Table' 6 for historical datS and Table A-1 for detailed definition each variable.
40.

(b) Alternatives are classified as optimistic, base or pessimistic accordinAo their impact on public, 4-yr

enrdilments.

(c) Value determined in economic model, e.g., benchmark projection.yeiel(4 198 (0.95) 1990(0.90), 1995(0.91),

,10.0

2000(1.03).



economic model, the alternative assumptions are classified into one of

three cate'6orie optimistic,,base, or pessimistic. These characteri-

zations 6ertain'to the likely impact of any given assumption alternative

on public foiiryear enrollments, which comprised at least one-half of

Michi6an's higher education enrollment throughout the data period. 'For

example, the first exogenous variable is RPRICE, the price relative

between baccalaureate tuition, room, and board and all other goods. Its
.2

value was 0.98 in 1977, after reaching a high of 1.03 in 1972. A steady

define of that relative over the projection period to a value of,0.85

in the year 2000 is viewed to be optimistic. A decline in the relative

means that the price of higher education is projected to rise a bit mom

\.

slotily than the cost of living. Alt rnately, a rise in the price relati*

the steady-state, that is holding.,was.considered tt bepessimistic, wh

RPRICE constant, was judged to be a reasonab16' compromise or base assump-

tion. It shoul. be noted tha any assumption may be made about these

,
variables in the model methodology, not just the three chosen for the

projections reported in this study.

While Table '8 details the alternative assumptions concerning each

exogenous variable, several deserve additional comment. First, it is the

author's best guess that two-year college"costs will rise faster than

baccalaureate costs during the remainder of the century due to more

mik

severe funding pressures among other causes. Therefore, only the pessi-

mistic v,umption forecasts esteady-state for that price relative (BIM.

For the same reason, the study anticipates some decline iR the real value

f stW subsidibs to higher education (AVGSD),-t..hus, only the optimistic

%

assumption .is.a Steady-state. The author strongly s.us4p.ects that the.-
IP

enrollment-inducing intra-cohort com6etition 'created by the baby-boom ts
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asymmetrical,,thus, higher education Partkipation of young males should

not fall off as the number of 15-24 year-oll0 shrinks tO below the nUMber

of 25-34-year-olds in the years to come. For all but the pessimistic'

assumption, therefore, the relative cohort size variable '-(COHORT) is,pot

aalowed to fall belOw'1.11, well above its projected value for the 1980.'s

and1990's. 'Llast, the evidence available supports a dramatic closing

of the higher education attainment gap as the highly-educated baby boom

reaches the older cohorts. By the year 1996, the entire baby boom will be

over thirty-five. Consequently, unless we experience another surge in

traditional student particlpation equal to or greater than tflat of the

sixties and seventies, the gap must close. It seems highly improbable,

therefore, that the non-traditional student of the futdre will bp seeking

higher education in the proportc6ns currently experienced...

The enrollment projections which res'ult from the combined economic'and

enrollment models are summarized in Table 9. The first four columns of

that table hold mediumfeconomic projection .assumptions cons t but'vary

the educational assumptions. The table presents projectio lues for

the aggregate participation rate, total enrollment in higher edurtion,

public four-year enrollment and public two-year enrollment for 1977 and

at five-year intervals from 1980 to 2000. The/ear and value at which

each variable reaches a minimum is also presented, together with the

ma;;imum percentage decline from 1977 associated with tlat low point.

ft(' impact of alternative setis of education projection asvmptions,

mmmrized in lable 9, begins to make ,subqantial differences in enroll-
4

ment levek by 1985, ana thaw differOces tencito become more exaggerated

in the 1990's. Without exception, m\niAums occur,in the mid to late 1990':.

II i-, irv;tructive to see what occurs if iige- and sex-specific Rarticipati7
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TABLE 9
(al

MICHIGAN ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS THROUGH 2000
(October Headcoudt In Thousands)

Atgregate
Participation

Rate

Medium Economic Growth Assumptions Base Education Assumptions 'Pessimistic
Educ. Assump.

Low Growth
Constant

1977 P/R
0)

Education Asviiiptions
ZPG

(d)
Low

Growth
-Tryi

Mediy21

Growth' '

High
GrowthOptimistic Base%c" PeSsimistic

1974 ,
12.5% 12.5% 2'F 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.54

1980' 12.0 12.3 12.0 114 12.0 ' -12.0 12.0 12,0 11.6

1985 11.1 . 11.5 11.0 10.) 11.0 10.9 11.0 11.0 10.3

1990 10.4 10.5 10.0 8.9 9.9 9.9 10.0 10.1 8.8

1995 9.7 9.6 9.0 8.0 8.9 9.0 9.2 7.9

2000 10.0 9.7 9.1 . 8.4 8.7' 8.9 -9.1 9.2 8.2

Total

Enrollment -

1977 505 505 505 505 505 505 .505 505 505

1980 508 519 506 490 506 505 506 507 490

0") 1985 497 516 493 462 , 489 488 493 498- 458

1990 491 499 473' 421 462 462 473 488 411

1995 468 463 433 , 384 407 413 433 460 566

2000 479 469 435, 403 383 406 435 477 375

Low(Yr) 468(95) 460(97) 428(97 384(95) 383(00) 403(98) A28(97) 459(96) 365(96)

41/14 Percent Change 7% 9% -15% -24% ° -24% -20% -15% 9% -28%

Pub ri c

Four-Year'
Ole

Enrollment
197/ 242 242 242 242 242 '242 \ 210. 242 242

1980 243 253 247 .239 247 247 ,
247 248 238

1985 238 254 239 222 238 238 \ 239 242 220

1990 235 247 430 200 224 225 ?30 ;37 195

15i 224 228 209
)210

T80 196 200 209 /22 172

2050 229 230 187 184 7 196 210 229 175

Low(Yr)
Percent Change-

224(95)

7%

226(9/)

7%

207(97)
-15%

180(95)
,

-26%

184(00),

-24%
195(58)
-19%

20491)
-15%

221(96)

9%

171(96)

-29% ,

g 14i
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TABLE 9

< MICHIGAN ENROLLMENT PROJECTION'S (Continued)

Public, Medium Economic Growth Assielptions Base Education Assumptions
McdiuT_I

(essimistic

Two-Year Constant Education Aullimptions

Enrol)ment 1977 P/R
tb}

Optimistic Base ' Pessimistic:. ZPG
(4

GooWth Growth"" Growth
Educ. Assump.
Low Growth

i
1917
1990

1935
1990

1995
2000

Low(Yr)
Percent Change

201

202

197

195
186

190 \

186(95)

- 7% '

201

200 4

195
186

171

172

170(96)

-15%

10

201

192

181

..174

160
162

159(97)
-21%

201

187

175
159

145
151

145(95)
'-28%

201

191

180

170

,151

143

143(00)

-29%

201

191

179
170
152

150

149(98)
-25%

201

192

181

174,

160

162

159(97)

-21%

201

192

183

180

171

177

170(96)

-15%

201

137

173
155

137
140

1._.3g

rt)

4.

9 k.

(a)
Based on simultaneous simulation of the Michi-gan economic and educa.t,pn models,, under yarying sets of assump-

tions about the behavior of their respective exogenous variables from 1978 to 000. See Table' 1 and Table 8 for
4Jetails about the projection.assumptions for economics and education, respecti ely.

.

(b)
This assuption holds the projecIed 1977 age-sex specific participatiorirates constant through the year 2000,

IIIP

thus by-passiny the education model. .

/
(c)

The "benchrk" projection is the .rwdium economic growth/base education projection which is repeated here for
purposes of comparison.

(d)
The "so-called" 1PG projection assumes low economic growth, low births, and a three(3) percent per year growth

>

in relative fuel prices after 1985 -- causing population to peak at 9.7 million In 1993 and decline thereafter.



rates are held constant at their 1977 levels throughout the projection

period; in other words, the educational model is unplugged. The enrollments

that result are shown in column one of Table 9. With participation rates

constant, enrollments experience a steady-state through the early 1980's

and then begin to fall. The maximum decline is seven percent, with aggregate

enrollment falling by some 37,000 students from 505,000 in 1977 to a low

of 468,000 in 1995. This points out rather dramatically that An the

absence of any change in cohort participation patterns, the changing demo-

graphic mix of Michigan's population, as predicted by medium economic

growth assumptions, will eventually result in distinct, although moderate,
\

declines in the demand for higher education. It would take an average

improvement in participation rates of up 'to seven percent to maintain a

steady-state over the projection period. This increase in participation,

s'hould it o cur:would not generate any meaningful increases in the numbers

of students in Michigan's colleges and 'universities beyond level's experienced

in the late 19/0's and early 1980's.

When the enrollment model is allowed to function, individual partici-

pation rates and i s tutional shares change over the projectiol period.

As a general rule under all three projection scenarios, traditional-age
4

male participation rates tend to fall slightly at first and then maintain

a steady-state, while non-traditonal males under thirty tend to increase

their participation. Male participation rates over thirty also fall at

first hut then pick up a bit in the latter partof the century. Traditional

female participation rates tend to increase steadily during the projection

period mainly due to contird increases ip taste for labor force partici-

pation. NfCtraditionaFfemale rates on the other hand tend to fall over

the projection period as the educational att inment gap closes, slowly at
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first and then more rapidly later on. The net effect of these trends is

for the number of female students to first equal and then exceed male

students in *ggregate, falling back to equality dr below by the end of the
4

century. These general trends are either augmented or dempened,"depending

on the particulai' set of education projection assumptions in question.

Looking at the impact of changing participation rates on enrollments,

holding economic conditions constant (Table 9, columns 2-4). maximum

declJnes in total enrollment range from nine percent under optimistic

assumptions to twenty-four percent under the pessimistic scenario with

base assumptions generating a fifteen percent decline. If one bolds base

education assumpti ns constant, but varies economic conditions (columns5-8),

enrollments are quite similar through 1985 evitiencing only small declines.

The cumulative impact of different economic condittons begins' to take,its

toll, however, and by,the late 199D4s, the maximum-declipe'ranges-from
. ,

nine percent under high economic growth conditions to-twenty percejit'for

low growth. The.even more pessimistic ZPG assumptions would produce'an 111,

eventual enrollment decline of twenty-four percent, under base education

projectton assumptions. If low economic growth and pessimistic education

assumptions are combined (column 9), total, enrollment falls as much as

twenty-eight percent over the 1977-2000 period. W thout exception, public

two-year enrollments exhibit lar'sger proportional declines than public four-

year enrollments., although the pattern of en ailment change through time iS-

otite similar.

It should be recalled from the discussion above that 'the-194 enrollment

figures and the succeeding prdjections contain two-year college headcount

enrollment that has been recently excluded from the state's offjcial defini ion.

Thus, theiv is an upward bias in the two-year projections unless one wishes
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to count so-called "leisure time" enrollment. Moreover, the structural

equations in the education model are not d saggregated by race. Presently,

non-white participation rates are notably lower than those for whites. The

dium economic projections estimate that t4e non-white proportion of

Mil,chigan's 18-49 year-old population will ri'se. from 12.5 per9ent in 1977 to

14.7 percent in 2000. Unless the gap between white and non-Aite participa-

tion closes rapidly, thr rising non-white share of population suggests that

all the projections'are biased upward to a small extent.

It is the author's inclination to accept projection assumptions which

are at or.below the medium/base scenarios as beinQ "most likely" for the

remainder of the centtary.45 Consequently, this study would suggest that

we in Michigan should expect a virtual steady-state in enroll#ents through

the early 1980's, followed by slow and then more rapid declines through

the mid-1990's, ranging, at a maximum to from 1 percent to 20\percent of

present enrollment. The projectIN results in Table/0 suggest that, if -

the medium economic growth and baSe lucation at umptions.are ,correct,
11, .

.
,

baCcalaureate enrollmerits may fall by as much as 30,000 students by the

mid-1990's, while junior colleges will experience ap to a-40,000 stqdent
4

decline. This ost likely" re4,ult, uf course, derjyessiJrom the,upjnions

of the author. A salient-fe'44Wp of the methodology developed hpre is that

projections can be obtained 'using a wide array of alternative assum)tions

about the model's exogenous variables, designed to'suit t.h expeetiitions

f thP model 1.4ser.

4HIt c,hould be recilled that the medium economic v,':Aimption';
reflect national growth rate estimates which-are con,,istent with currcmt
predictions of various federal agencies and with historicallv-experipm,ed
trend (see Table 1).



cbNcLusIgN A

1.
Forecasting the .future is, of course, an imperfect science at best.

The.uefulness of any forecast'depends critically upon the answers to

two questions. First, to'what extent does the forecasting Mbdel in question

capture the meaningful and relatively stable causal relationshfs which

underlie the human behavior being.modeled? Second, granted a satisfactory .

answer to the first question, how reasonable are the projection assUiptions

about/the exogenous vartables in the model? ft is the author's hope that

this study provides betfer, although certainly less thali.perfect, answers

than have exitted heretofore.
. r r

Before summarizing he future trends projected SY this slLidy and'

some tentative implications of those trend's, it is imperative to characterize

the danger of acc ing them a inevitable. No research effort can duplicate

the com.plexitites of real world behavior or anticipate fully the unexpected.
Vri

Conse uently, the usual caveat applies -- those factors which have and will

influence enrollment .10,tit'are not explicitly treated by the study are

implicitly assumed to remain constant. For example, this work neither antici-
P

pates substantial new programs for higher education nor any draMatic changes.

in the nature of public funding. Th'e enrollment trends predicted here could

be partially offset by new and more attractive services. Equally as well,

they could be mandated or, indeed, exacerbated by reductions in funding, were

those'reductions to occur.before, rather than after, the fact. In the end,

therefore, it is the response of the "higher education.system' to its own

expectations about the future which will, in P.art determine what is to

4r

If the crystal ball employed hereris less than opaque, this study

come.

,

suggests several important changes for higher education in Michigan in the
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futive. .The planning and policy-making environment promises to be one of

steady-state or decline, rather than growth. The two-year college the

phenom of the sixties and seventies will experience enrollment pressure

Which may exceed that faced by the four-year schools. Iptrd-state relocation

patterns of population will play a significant tole in determining which

speci two-year institutions will be stable and which will decline. At
, .

,

this moment in tfte, the possibility of major disturbances in funding sources
,

for community education simply augment's uncertainty. du ate institu-

tions also-face event6al, although perhaps less precipitous, h* dcount

declinps although changing institutional shares could create serious
-.

, problems for someinstitutions-ard little-or no problem-for -others,

The model projections strongly suggest that the State make no

significant additional investments in capacity, except in support of either

unique, new programs or existing programs in extremely short supply. In

either case, sufficient pxcess demand should be clearly in'evidence.

Mpreover, many institutions should anticipate eventupl decline in overall

staffing and the need to begin the arduous task of reallocationg resoCrces

internally to meet the ever-changing mix in student demand for academic and
4

professional skills. Those four-year institutions whose "bread.and butter"

is the traditional-age undergraduate would seem to fdce the most uncertainty.

Those institutions which are not located in densely'-populated areas would

appear, on the surface, to be at a disadvantage with respect'tb the changing

demographic, mix of students. The seveity of any enrollment decline.for

a given institution depends, however, on the myriad of other factors which

influence the ebb and flow of inter-school patterns* of enrollment and are

not addressed by this Tsearch.

,In s-um, this study concludes that the post-war growth trend for
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higher educatiqo in Michigan is,virtually over. That path should level
4

out and.then fall off during Vie nex,t two decades. Should a significant

baby boom develop, higher-education will have sufficient lead time to
4

t any necessary.post-2000 capacity.

A

9
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APPENDIX A

STOCTURAL EQUATIONS AND VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
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TABLE A-1

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
.(in alphabetical'order)

Type of Variable

)- The type of economic or demographic variable being measured is often

indicated in the structural equations by a one or two letter prefix as ,

follows:

Dxxx, indicates that the variable whose abbreviation follows

is a first difference (change in the variable from the

preceeding year). ,

. .

ExXx indicates endogenous regional employment by industry,

annual average of monthly estimates 4flf, numb& of per-i

prls employed.

indicates that tile-variable whose abbreviation follows'

is lagged by one year.

o

SHxxx indjcates exogenous U.S. value óf ,shipments by industry

in millions of constant.1972 dollarA.

lxxx tndrcateS enddgenbUs re4lonal intome by industry .0 .

origin in thousands of constant 1972 dollars.
s

Note: No other variables begin with-the above letters.

Industries'

s The income, employment, and'shipments variables are disaggregated

by Industry at follows in alphabetAcal order):

CHEM Citlemicals and related industries (SIC 28)

CONST Construction (SIC 15-17)

EXP Aggregate of the export industries*

FABM Fabricated metals (SIC 34)

FIRE Finance, insurance, and real estate (SIC 60-69)

FURN Furniture and fixtures (SIC 26)

LOSR Aggregate of the psiwate local-service industries*

MACH. Machknery, except electrical (SIC 35)

MV Motor vehicles and parts (SIC 371)

NMFG Aggregate of the non-manufacturing industries*



°MFG Other non-export manufacturing industries**-

-

PRIM PriMary metals (SIC 33)

PUB Government--fideral state, and local

1, RT Retail trade (SIC 52-59)
4N

RUA Rubber and plastic products (41C 30)

SERV Services (SIC 70-89)

lICUT Transportation, communitation, and utilities (SIC 40'..49)

TOT, Aggregate of4:11 industries, public and private*

wr Wholesale trade (SIC 50-51)

*EXP MV 4 MACH + FRIM+ FABM + CHEM + RUH + FURN
NMFG'N" CONST + TCUT + WT + RI + FIRE + SERV
LOSR = OMFG + NMFG
TOT ,,=== EXP + 'PUB

**Includes, electriCal machinery (SIC 36), other durables
(32, 38, 39), food (20),, textile's (22), apparel .(23),'

lumber add wood products (24), petroleum (29), and other
non-duragles (21,31)

Endo2enous Variables-Economic Model

In addition to the industry-specific employmeht and income variables
defined above, the following variables are endogenously determined in
the economic model:

.FORCE Aggregate labor force aged 16 and over, annual aVerage
of monthly estimates.

A

MIGNW Net non-white migration (calendar year)

4 MIGW Net white migration (calendar year)

b

NATINC Aggregate midyear population.due to natural increaN
alone. This variable is determined in the population
simulatiom routine by applying age- ,race- and sex-
specificlairth and survival rates to the prior year s
population matrix

-NETMIG Net aggregate migratioh (midyear to midyear) determined
by assumieg.calendar year migration is symmetrical with
respect to time (see equation (43), Table A-2)
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NWP Non-white percentage of the aggregate m dyear
population

PCk ,Per capita real income (YTOT/POP) in constant 1972
dollars

POP Aggregate midyear population (see equation (44),
Table A-2)

POP Element of the pobOulati/on matrix, the,aggregate o which
it\the variable POP. The matrix is 4 X 86, where iare
the four race-sex categories arid_j are 86 age categoiles
fromOtp854-.(seetunu.i low)j,be

RUNR Relativ'e unemployment rate. (ratio of Michigan 11,S.,

average, annual aggregate unemployment rates: U.S.
Department of Labor data)

.UNEMP Number of unemployed persons (see equation (47) able A-2).

UNRA1. Michigan unemployment rate, annual average of monthly
estiMates 0aggregate unemploymentI-ate

Exogenolf Variables--Economic Model

These variables are undejJined in the structural equations for ease
of identification Csee TableA-2. In addition to the industry-specific
shipments variables (SHxxx) dfined abovec-the following variables are also
determined outside the economic model;

CliISIS A dummy varlabli representing "crisis" associated with
the 1974-75 oil embargo, and the attendant temporary shift
in demand (1974775 = 1). / -

EFARM Agricultural employment in Michigan

EOTHER DomestIc and mining employment in Michigan

RFORCE:1 Labor'force participation rate race-sex category
= WA(1), WF(2), NWM(3), NWF 4 and by age

j E. 16, 17, ---- 84, 85

RFUEL Relative fuel prices (ratio of average annual whole-
sale price index for fuel products arid the GNP deflator,
1967 and 1973 = 100

RIOT l.A dummy variable representing the impact of the 1967 and
1968 Detroit riot experiences on net white'migration
(1967-68 = 1)

STONC South to North Central net black migration (calkidar
year). Derived from estimates of the Census Bureau,
Current Population Reports, Series P-20
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UAW A dummr variable representing years in which there
were significant work stoppages in the automobile
industry (19614 64, 67, 70 = 1)

UNRUS' U.S. unemployment rate,-annualaverage of monthly
estimates'of aggregate unemploymen rate

Endogenous Variables - Education Model,

RM19 Higher education participation rate for males, ages
18-19. Compuited by dividing 16-19 year-old enrollees
by the 18-t9 year old male population

RF19 Higher educatPon participadon rate for females, ages
18-19. Computed in the same fashion as RM19 above.

The remaining endogenous variables are similar to the above except for
the age groups used to compute the participation jates. The remaining

variables arg RM21, R124, RM29, RM49, and RF21, RF24, RF29, and RF49. The

age grouvfor these maie- and female- especific participation rptes are:

21 E ages 20-21, inclusive
24 a. apes 22-24, inclusive
29 .E ages 25-29, inclus4ve

49 = ages 30-49, inclusive

Exogenous Variables - Education Morjel

AVGSD Real, average, higher education scholarship award in
.Michigan, in constant 1967 dollars (deflated by

A
'Michigan!s consumer price index)

BTOJ Ratio of the average "price". of Public baccalaureate
to junior college education in Michigan. Based on in-
dices of fulltime studenet costs (tuition, room., and
board) at Michigan's fifteen four-year publiC institu-
tions, and at twenty-nine public junior and community
colleges(tuition only), ..fieighted by enrollment.

COHORT Ratio of the number of 15-24 year old persons in the
Michigan population relative to the number of 25-34
year old persons.

FHUR34 Unemployment rate for females(males), aged 25-34, who

(MH*34) have completed high 'school but not attended c6llege

FLFR44 U.S. labor force participation rate for females, aged

35-44.

GAFF Difference or "gap" betweeg the U.Sk 6.(lucatjona,1 attain-
mbrit of females, aged 25-3!,.to fedales aged 3554.
'Educational attainment is measured by the percebtage
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GIBILL

of fethales in each cohort who had completed one or more
years of college (based on Census Bureau data, Current
Population Reports, Series P-20)

A dummy variable reOresenting the impact of the.legis-
lative termination of interwar Oeteran's eligibility'

.
for G.I. Bill benefits as of May 31, 1976 (1974-75 m 1)

INDUCT Number of Aichigan residents inducted into'the armed
services (excludes voluntary enlistments)

MHUR24 UnimplOyMent rate for males, aged 20-24, Who, have
'comOleted high school but not attended college.

'MHUR34 See FHUR34

-

MVEE0 Real education expenditures on Michigan veterans, ex-
, pressed in constant 1967 dollars (deflated by Michigan's

consumer price index)
f V

PCY Per capita real income in constant 1972 dollars, as
determined in the economic model

PTOB Ratio of the average "price" of-a private higher
education as compared to a public, baccalaureate
education. Based on indices of fulltime stUdent
costs (tuition, room, and board) at Michigan's
fifteen, four-year, public ips'titution's and a
selected sample of Michigan's private, four-year
institutions, weighte4 by enrollment.

RPRICE Ratio of the average "price" of a puplic baccalaureate
education in Michigan to the average price of consumer
goods (1967 100). Based on an index of fulltime
student costs (tuition, room,,and board) at Michigan's
fifteen four-year public instituions and the MichLgan
consumer price index.
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TAul_t A-2

STRUCTURAL EQUATIONS -- ESONOMIC MODEL

(1) - *1492230 + 151.312 SHMV 1884190 CRISIS L. 6835.65 RFUEL
(1.89) (12.98) (-3.68) (-1.92)

(2) YMACH

(3) YPRIM

(4) YFABM

t YCHEM
A

5cl(:\

1249480

(3.82)

+ .0733688 Li'MV + .583828 YFABM - 5788.57 RFUEL
(2.61) (3.01) :(73.35.)

628289 4. .0314099 YMV + 15.0337 SHPRIM - 3788.47 RFUEL 0-

(5.06) , (3.24) (5.70) (6.77)

) 689075 4. .0995376 YMV + 1,2.9183 SHFABM - 4856.11 RFUEL

(3.85) (5.14) (2.51). (-5.219

393081 + .0188541 YMV + 6.06120 `SHCHEM - 2037.07 RFUEL
(10.97)

(6) YRUBR - 95418 + .

(5.65)

(4.31) (7.18)

0085615 YMV + 9.55830 SHRUBR

(4.'27) (10.39)

(7)- YFURIT- 448601' 4 /1..2157 SHFURN'

(2.98) (11.63)

(8)

(-7.67)

749.99 RFUEL
(-5.62)

YEXP YMV + YMACH + YPRIM + YFABM + YCHEM YRUBR + YFURN

(5) YOMFG 1503880 + .0397183-YEXp + .0783652 YNMFG - 3622.78 RFUEL
(8.20) (2.79) (6.03) (-2.97)

(10) YMFG YEXP.+ YOMFG

(11) YCONS 647887 + 0252223 YTOTX 281.160 LPCY 9570.131116EL
(3.90) (4411) (-10.R5)

(12) YTCUT - -260599 + .0309155 YTOTx
t
+ .1448911 LIFORCE

(-1.89) (7.50) (6.32)

00111160.

2

.935

%

Standard
Errór

582730

S.E.
as a-%
,of Mean

6.7%

.839 154631 7.2%

.924 9:626 4.2%

.916 96597 5.7%

.944 24596 4.0%

.967 11103 4.5%

16388 7:ort

Identity

.921 104526

Identity

3.5%

952 83c87 4.7t

.980 53248 2.2%

1 ( 4i



'TABLE A72 (Continued)

-

APP.-,

-2216470 + .0248312 YTOTXt+-;.921204 LFORCE
A t

°(.487) mi (2.53) (5.55),.
,

(14) YRT -80415 +. .0566366 YTOTX + .672251 LFORCE' '

3-.80) (7.1) (65);
0,

N .
z

(T5) YF1RE .L2474410 + .6154349 YTOTXt+ 1.413974 IFORCE,

(-13.32); (2.75) (15.97)

. -5263470 + .0413784 YTOTXt+ 2.32502 LFORCE

(-16,51) (4.08) . (i4.75)
(16) Y ERV

(17) YNMFG YCONS + YTCUT + YWT + YRT + YF1RE +'YSERV

(18) YLOSR YNMFG + YOMFG

YPUB -235450000 + .919074.LFORCE + .120346. YEAR

(-2.95) (1.61)* (2.91)

(20) YTOT YEXP + yLO.SR:4- Ypirta

(21)* EMV 262033 4-

(13.89)

(22) EMACH 46411 +

(621)

(23) EPR1M 23843 +
(5.00)

,(24) EFABM 37785 +
(4.27)

(25) ECHEM 35752
(16.84)

u'i

.00825422 YMV + .00865056 LYMV - 18372 UAV - 461.738
(4.27) (5.11) (-2.45T-1' (-4.30)

0307386 shiACH + .0198835 LYMACH

(6.30) (4.35)

0317854 YPRIM +

0112197 YFABM +
(1.02)*,.

0138505 YCHEM
(4.05),

.0222018^LYPRIM
(5.24)

.0183449 LYFABM + .0047,2340 YMV

(2.89) (3.54)

,

Standdrcl'

Error'

S.E.

as a %
of Mean

.941 1-27436 6.7;

..979

.!-988

.987

A

.981.

RFUEL .926

.939

.941

.897

.523

90202

73644 .2.3%

2.6%

129747 314%

Identity
4

identity

140550 3.0%

1dentit,

10369 2.9%

4611 3.0%

2392 2.5%

5826 4.6%

1280 2.1t



sk

"(26 ERUBR

(27) EFURN. 18436 + .0283726 YFURN c 333639 RFLIEL
(12.44) (5.31) (73.19)

(28) EEXP EMV + EMACM + EPRIM + EFABM I ECHEM + ERUBR +-EFURN

(29) EOMFG 123577 +).394061 LEOMFG -.00293880 YEXP - 128.413-RFUEL

(3'57)
(3.06) (5.35) (-2.0)

.

TABLE A-2 (COhtinued)

5887

(4.3)
+ .0622337 YRUBR + .015714

(809) (2.08)
'-'t . .

LYRUBR

-

(30) EKFG - EEXP + EOMFG

(1) ECONS - 21018 + .0213622 YCONS + 11.1726 LPCY
(2.38) (3.87) (3.47)

(32) ETCUT 8,9544 .000623904,nCuT 4,- .0301432 LYTCUT,- 179.046 RFUEL

-4-
1

-(32,42) (0.18)** (8.26) ili
. .

(-10.01)

(33)- EWT 63890 +' .0366934 YWT

(13.45) (15.14)

(34) ERT 51087 + .111993 YRT
(12.67)

(35) EFIRE d .0288444 YF1RE
(25.60)

(36) ESERV , 33819 + .0894690 YSERV
(2.24) (25,67)

(37) ENMFG ECONS + ETCUT + EWT + ERT + EFIRE + ESERV

(38) ELOSR ENMFG + EOMFG

(35) EPUB 28495 + .0957810 YPUB
(23.07)

1 0 9

,

StenOrd
R2 Error

1(942 088

.701

identity

.812 . 4 5 84

Icientity

.872 529 4.7%

.976 '1536' 1v1%

§.k.r
as a '*
of 'MO.an

7'

r

.939 4753 3.6%

.978

203.80 4.6%

2842 2.%

.978 14806 3.6%

tentity

identity

.974 :15382 3.2%



4 .

ETOT EEXP + ELOSR * EPUO

(' p

TABLE A-2 (Continued)

S.E.

Standard a's a 3

Error of Mean

!dent ty

(41) MIGW 91771 - 205.403 RUNR * 6.01642 Leo, + 61.2742 ONC 7626.9 LNWP 941' 2441 23.7%

(7.92) (-4.72) (2.73) (1.56) kt5.17)

(42)' MIGNW 207930 - 1708.27 LRUNR .234517 - 1768 RIOT

(6.04) (-6.89 (-2.45)

(43) . NETMIG

(44). POP

06 MIGW + 0.5 LMIGW + 0.5 .MIGNW +'0.5 MOM'

NAT.INC + NETMIG

-4 -05+
(45) FORCE E E (RFORCEij POP1 )

j-.16

.827 12672 49.5% ,

Identity

Identity

!dent ty

a.(46) PCY - YTOT/POP Identity

(47) UNEMP - LF - ETOT - EFARM - EOTHER Identity

(48) UNRMI m UNEMP/FORCE ldentiiy.

(49) RUNR .. UNRM,I/UNRUS . Identity

*Not significant at 95% level of spnfidence; but_significant at 90% level.

**Ndt ,significant. at 90% level of Tonficlence.

tTotal income(YTOT), Less income.for the industry in question.
4.1
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(1) RM19

(2)

11)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

TABIA A-3
.STRUCTURAL EQUATIONS -- EDUCATION ma0EL 7

a

b29.74 + .0246299 INDUCT + 6.47270 COHORT
.(6.26) (5.57) (2.19)

. -8.50 / .3227 LR1419 + .0214156 INDUCT + 23.7592 mai
(-1.08)* (1.35)*. (3.55) (3.72)

-49

a

S.E.

Standard as a %
Error M an of Mean

1.99 44.24 4.5%

2.05 40.62 5.0%

Rm24 1.29, + .0015767 PCY + .209753 M8UR24 t .2894. RM21 .743 1.53
(0.4o)** (41.48)* (1.62)* (3..11)

Rm29 1.06 + .0200892 MVEED + 1.75 GIBILL + .00199711 PCY .904 0.71
(0.64)** (2.71) (2.45) (5.06)

Rm49 0.11 + .0157984 MVEED + 0.88 GIBILL + .0002950 PCY, .990 0.12
(0.25)** (7.05) (7.39) (3.31)

+ .0760157 MHUR34
(2.26)

RF19 1 4.44 + .52549 FLFR44 + .0102878 AVGSD .671 1.61

(0.77)** (4.04) (3.15)
p.

,

RF21 . -18.43 + .3303 LRF19 + .5500 FLFR44 + .042205 AVGSD .958 0.97
(-5.29) (2.32)_ (4.66) (1.81)

RF24 -22.96,+..685845 FLFR44 + .025336 Ans0 - 4.16720 RPRiCE .979 053
(-6.87) (15.56) (1.92) (-1.71)*

RF29. 4.91 + .000425 PCY - 6.76612 RPRICE + .58397 IAPF .976 0.36
(2.67) (1.57)* (-2.40) (16.67)

RF49 4.05 + .0001831 PCY - 5.8787 RPRICE 4 .295515 SAPF .987 0.14
(4.76) (-5.13) (16.40)

+ .105554 FHUR34
(3.94) .

z

20.72 7.4%

10.85 6.5%

2.35 5.1%

33.52 4.8%

21.21 4.6%

7.65 6.9%

4.27 8.4%

1.84 7.6%;'

I .1



TAMA A-3 (Continued).

gle%

.

Standard
Error

(11) VSHARt m 54..37 - 17:9345 PTOB - 13.0150 RPR10E .72

'(17:82)
(,9.18) (-2.0)

BAtP 65.76 - 1.74242 BTOJ - .0274628 MVEED .992 .82
(11.18) (-1.92) (-178)

CO
CD

4

Not significant at the 55.0% level of confidence, but significant at the 0.0% level.

**Not stgnificant at the 90% level of confidence.

1.1

S.E.

as a %
Mean of Mean

*15.72

67.66 .41..2t

a



APPENDI X B

DEMOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGY
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In order to forecast the'demand for education for Michigan it Is

necessary to obtain detailed annual forecasts of the,clvilian-non-institu- 6

/ tional population by single'year of age, by race (white or nOn4hite) and

by sex (male o/ female). For this purpose,.the economic-demographic m el

*
developed in this study includes a,hiOly disaggregated,demographic routine

which estimates two 86 x 4 populatiOn matrices forach year one for

the resident Ropulation and one for the civilian non-institutional popu1a-

tion) These data are not available except at each dicepnial census and,

'therefore, they must be,estimated for each year of the 1960 to 1977 data

period except 1960 and 1970.. That estimation process must also be convertedik

to a projection methodology and used iteratively throughout the projection

period (1978-2000).

The demographic estimation process begins with known demographic-

data -- the detailed 1960 and 1970 Michigan census counts and related-in-
,

formation, actual annual births and mortality rates for 1960 to 1977, and

mid-var aggregate resident population estimates for each inter-censal

year. Basic data was Obtained from the 1960 and 1970 Censuses of the popu-

lation, the Michigan Department of Public Health, and the Bureau of the Census's

inter-censal population- estimates.
2

The State's vital events records yield

1
Each matrix consists of 86 rows (sirigfe year age groups from 0-1 to 84-85
plus one additional aggregated category, 85 and over) and four columns
(major race-sex groups -- white male, White female, non-white male, non-
white female). 'Resident Population includes both resident military per-
sonnel and institutionalized civilians, while the civilian-non-institu-

*tional population excludes both types of persons.

2
Current Population Reports, Series P-25 and P-26 have periodically pro-
vided miii-year population estimates, based on an average of estimates ob,-

tained by three alternative methods: (1) regression estimates based oh
elementary school enrol,lments, automobile registrations and other symto-
matic data; (2) Census Bureau's Component Method II using births, deaths,
and school enrollment to measure each population component separately, an
(3) Administrative Records method using IRS data. These estimates have,-

been made jointly by Bureau of the Census and State agencies,since 19/6.

See Moor (37), Morrison (34), and Bureau of the Census (9) for details.
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sex and racq-specific live births and lifatables.from which disaggregated

survival rates for successive five-year cohorts are computed. For purposes
,

of mdving the population through time on an annual Oasis, these five,year .

data are convgrtd to single-yeartsurvival rates-by computing he compound

annual survival rate necessary to generat the observed five-year 'Survival

experipnce.
4

The annual net migration estimates b'y race is the most diffiault to

ir
derive, since most disaggregated region-specific migration data is etther

ditross-sectional data gathered at sach Census point or ten-year census-survival

estimates of net migration from Census to Census. .0ither 3ive an indi-

cation of Ithe annual variations in.gross migration flows (i.e., ikinigrtion

and outmigration) which are so closely related to the time path.6f regional ,

economic conditions.- An additional problem is.that the annual population

'estimates are aggregate, rather than race-specific. All evidence indicates
41/4

'that tge historical pattern of non-white miOratibn has been. significantly

digkrenf from that of white mtgration for the North Centr81 region and

for Michigan in particular, necessitating disaggregation by race.

The latter problem is overcome by making annual inter-censal estimates

of the- ncin-white,percentage of the population. The 1960 and 1970 proportions

by race are easily derived from Census data. :The 1975 midyear pericentage-

can be closely estimted based on recor'ded vital events from April 1, 1970

to July 1, 1975 anpil on recently estimated state population and migration

estimates iqy race for the 1970-75 period, prepared by the Bureau of the

Census '(50). Annual midyear estimates for 1961-1969, 197f1-1974, and .19,76-

.1077 are obtained by fitting an exponential curve to the known points in

order to approximate a time-series for the non-white proportion Of the

qr.?
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Topulation: These estImate are theh used to divide the annual populatlob
:'.-

estimatesdinto,their white aMd non-white components.

Annual ne.t: migration estimttes by race arp,theb.obtained by apOlying .

'4414L

the census-01-viva1 methodology, beginning wjth.the,i960:tensuS population

matrix: The age-sex and rece-specifit single year.survival rates,are'applie8

-1

to each age (row) of the population matrix tO reflect, mortalitY-experience,

the survivors aged one-yearand the surviving live births added to the

-now empty first row. The resulting matrix is the estimated 1961 population.,

assuming zero gross migratidn flows from 1960 to 1961. Aggregating the matrix

to,obtain white and'non-white population tptals.and comparing those totals

. to thexaciai4-disaggregated Census Bureau population estimates yields-

# race,specific net-migration estimate from midyear to midyear°.

r

In order to. derive the next year's migration estimates, however, the

in-migrants_And.out,migrantg must' be added and subtracted',.respectiyely,

from the existiv matrix'of population, which at that point only ilicludeS

change due ,to natural increase. This is accomplished in part by using both

1960 and 1970 Census data,on mi4ratioh patterns fpr Michigan to estimate the

'age-race-sex distributions of the gross migration flow.
3

: Bdsed on this

data, out-migration is estimated as a prdportion.of each respective age-race-
%

sex specgic resident population C'ohort aggregated, and then added to. the

net-migration estimate to obtain an aggregated eStimate of gross in-migration.

this estimate of the in-migration flow is then disaggregated based on the

apprOpriate age-race. sex' specific Census distribution'. The 86 x 4 matrices

of oqt-Migration and in-migration are then subracted and added to the

3The Census ask respondents where they were living five years prior to

their reported address and then estimate disaggregated gross in-mlgration

and out-migration flows over that period by age, race, and sex for states

and sub-strate areas.



existing matriX of.resident population to obtain the final 1961 populatio__

matrivitself. In addition, a subroutine is developed to account for

Michigan residents who were shipped overseas by the military, a,problem

which especially distorted the Viet Nam period. Additionally, another

subroutine is used to convert the reieldent population matrix to a civilian-

non-institutional population matrix, based on,historical relationshiOs

'obiained from Census data and other sources.

The same procedure is iterated for each year between 1960 and 1970.

' This process yields'annual, midyear-to midyear net migration estimates by

,
race and annuA62 4 population matrices adjusted for both migration and

vital events. The total poulation for each year, of course, is identical

to the Bureau of Census estimate. A similar iteration is performed from

To to 197.7fusiiig the actual 1970 Censu?population matrix as the Starting

point. The 1977 Population matrix thus derived becomes the base year

. population matrix for all projections. The accuracy of this approach to
410

\ \generating disaggregated annual population and migration estimates can be

.partiqlly assessed by cbmparing the estimated 1970 population matrix to the%

1970 Census matrix. While part of the difference between the two is ex-

plained by error in Census estimatei themselves' between 1960-and 1970,1lhe

reswlts of this comparison, as summarized-in Table 6-1, are encoura9irig.

400:--

tased oh comparisons of five-year cohorts by race and sex, deviations range

frowvirtually no error to 7.3 percent, the average (absolute) deviation

ranging from 2.8 percent for non-white malers to 1.1 perCent for. white

females. Th6 highest percentage errors oc'ca in the olderecohorts (55 and

ove1), egpecially for non-whites where' there appears to be consistent under-

etimat'ion. Over two:thirds of the race- and sex-specific cohorts deviate

le5.,thap,two.'percent from the Census matrix; only fiTof forty-eight ex-

ceed three.percent.

85 ,
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k- TABLE B-1
PERCENTAGE DEVIATION

SIMULATEb POPULATION OVER/(UNDER) ACTUAL CENSUB CoUr'
1570 POPULATION. MATRIX

,. Average* 1..21% 2.75% 2.05% ,

c

0- 4 f''' 1.63% 1.60% 2.77% A- 0.03%
, f

5- 9 --__ 0.46 6.63 (.2.83)

10-114 .(1.17) (1.19) (0.19)* 1:05

15-19 (1.87) (1.69) 1.73 3.01

20-24 (1.48) (1.11) (2.47) (1.33) ,

25-29 (1..19) 0.18 (0.31) (1.28)
,

30-34 2.62 2.57 '6.12 2.40

35-39 2.34 2.77 5.10 2.44

40-44 0.43 0.21 (1.29) 0:49

45-54 (0.24) (0.54.) (0.30) 1.65*

55-64
/

0.85 0.41 (5,.27)* (2.56)

65 and over 0.64 (0.30) _(7.27) (5.4)

*Based'on absolute value of perceage, not weighted by size of cohort;

,. Average* 1..21% 2.75% 2.05% ,

s-

*Based'on absolute value of perceage, not weighted by size of cohort;
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Last the simulation roirtine estimates the civilian labor force using

actual U.S. labor force parcipation rates, adjtisted for'-U.S./Michigan

differentials derived from the 1970 Census.\--Th-e-Aerived partJoi,pation

rates are multiplied,times their respective age, race, and sex-specific

coh6rts of the civilian,non-institutional populaffon, aged 16 and over, to.

obtain the labor force. Table 8-2 presents both the Wendar, year net

/ ,

migration estimates 'by race and the midyear 1 or force estimates for the
1

1960. to 1977 data period. The labpr force figures are very close to those

estimated by the MESC for 1970-77, varyi-ng,by no more than-bne percent in

any year. The 1960-69 MESC estimates are also shown, but they are unofficial

and not comparable to their 1970-77 estimates nor to the estimates obtained

fromAhe population simulation. The "actual" nei mlgration figures are

those obtained from the population simulat The "estimated" net migration

figures are those obtained from the structural equations (see Table A-2,'

equations 41 and 42)

The simulation methodology is adapted-to the projection routine with

three major changes. First, since actual births are used to generate the

rmimber of live births for each projection year. Table 8-3 symmaries

historical birthrate experience for.Michigan and highlights the high,

medium, ahd low projection assUmptions. "The projection routine uses cot-

pleted fertility rates by 11ace and age of mother for five-year cohorts

from 10 - 50 years of age. Table 8-3 presents the weighted summation of

these completed fertility rates. Second, the most recent mortality change

factors estimated by the Census Bureau for 1973-2000 are used to adjust

survival rates during the projection period. Finally, labor force partici-

pation rates by age, race and sex were projected based on Department of

Labor sources:
4

4
See footnote 29 in' the text for references on mortality change factors and/or

labor force participation rate projections.
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Ti441.E.B-42

NET MIGRATION AND LABOR FORCE SIMULATIONS
ACTUAL VERSUS ESTIMATED-1960-1977

(In Thousands of Persons)

Ne,t Migra ion (a)

1141it Non-White:'
Civilian

Labor Force (b)

Calendar
Year

.0

Actual Est.
Est. +/-
Actual Actual Est.

ESt. +/-
'' Actual Actual Est.

Est. +/-
Actual6---,

1960 -80 n/a n/a 8 n/a nia 2959 3003 N/A.

1961 -85 -81 4. ,8 10 2 2954 2996 N/A

1962 -46 -48 - 2 13 11 .2 2939 2982 N/A

1963 - 5 - 6 - 1 19 20, 1 2967 3033 N/A

1964 22 34 12 22 21 - 1 3070 3094 N/A

1965 43 26 -17 14 22 - 2 3211 3182 N/A

1966 24 27 3 21 22 1 3369 3282 N/A

1967 -11 4 7 16 14 - 2 3451 3362 N/A

1968 -24 -31 7 14 11 3 3501 3421 N/A

1969 1 8 9 17 15 2 3594 3508 N/A

1970 - 7 .., 9 2 8 8 __ 3596 3580 -16

1971 -25 -26 - 1 2 2 _. 3621 3657 36

1972 -34 -18 16 1 3' 2 3700 3720 20

1973 -10 -25 _15 8 7 - 1 3807 1809 2

1974 -30 -18 12 4 4 3883 3908 25

1975 -51 -36 15 - 2 - 7 - 5 3901 3943
.

42

1976 -40 -47 7 __ .- 3999 4010 11

1977 -34 -24 lo 1 3 2 4118 4097 21

(a)
Acual values for net migration are those determined by the 1960-1977 population

simulation converted from a fiscal year to a calendar year basis by assuming the net mi-
gration flows were symmetrical. Estimated values are the fitted values obtained by using
the structural equations within the data period, 1960-1977.

(b).
Actual figures from Michigan Employment Security Commission are not comparable for

1960-1969 and 1970-77, due to a change in estimation technique. Estimated values are compu-
ted using the4960-1977 population simulation, adjusted for military and institutionalized
civiilians. Labor force is estimated by applying 'age and sex-specific U.S. civilian labor
force participation rates adjusted for Michigan/ U.S. differentials computed from 1960 amd 1970
census data.
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TABLE B-3
MICHIGAN BIRTHRATE EXPERIENCE IND PROJECTIONS

Completed
Fertility Rate
(per 1,000 Women)

Ac tual l a)

1960 1965 1970 197$ 1977

-White

Non-White'

Aggregate

Crude Birthrate
(per 1,000 Population)

379

409

382

299

'313

301

247

312

256

166

, 231

172

167

225

174

White 25 20 18 14 14

Non-White 29 23 27 21 21

Aggregate 25 20 19 15 15

co
Lc,

Number of Births

(000)
"

White 173 146 144 110 114
Non-White 22 28 24 24

Total 195

_21.

162 172 _LA : 138

P4u1ation(000)

White 7097 7470 7859 7981 7974
Non-White 737 887 1042 1130 1155

Total 7834 8357 8901 9111 9129

(b)Alternative Projection,Assumytions
High Medium Low

1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000

217 256 212 212 174 173

17 17 17 16 14 12
23. - 23 20 18 19 17

18 18 18 15 15 13

148 161 148 135 118 106
32 36 28 28 26 26A
180 197. 176 163 144 132

8636 9266 8638 9130 8442 8701

1408 1588 1388 1529 1378 1502

10044 10854 10026 10659 9820 10203
..... ... . IIIIE

(a) Births: Michigan Department of Public Health / Population: Census Bureau estimates and 1960-77 population simulation.
1960 and 1970 statistics are based on Census population counts rather than on July 1 estimates.

(b)
Projection assumptions are boxed. Estimates and weighted averages are based on medium economic groqth and relative

fpel price assumptions.

VZ
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APPENDIX C

HOUSEHOLD DEMAND FOR HIGHER EDUCATION



The work of Ury Becker (3,4,5) is part of a growihg literature which

treats the behavior of a household much like the behavior of the firm --

combining tradiponal consumer demand theory with production theory to explaih

household behavior, including marriage, family Tiz.e, labor force participation,

state of health, acquisition ofeitman capital, leisure, and so on. In this

formulation, households are bo#u'tility maximizers and efficient production

.units, combining own-time with market goods (and services) over the life-cycle

to produce non-market commodities which yield direct utility to the households.

What follows is an adaptation of this approach, beginning with some basic'

definitions:

Z
ik

= the noh-Market commodity produced by the k-P-1 household,

for i = 1,2,......n.

the market-basket of goods (and services) which are purchased

with household Toney income and serve as inputs to the pro-

duction of Z
ik.

t
T
ik

. the amount of k---h household's own-time voted to the

production of /. where own-time is all time not spent
working (i.e., 38nerating money income).

The k.
th ho se4lold is thought to have n production functions of t.he form,

,(1) Zik =' fik (xik, Tik; Ek)

where E
k
represents the "state of the world" within which the a household

produces, that is, the exogenous environmental and/or institutional variables

which potentially influence household production.2 Further, define a household

1More appropriately, both X.1, and T4,1, should be vectors of goods and

own-time, since different kinds anJrrelatia amount of goods and time are

devoted to the production of each Z;L,. Scalers are uted for the sake of

simplicity. In addition, if any orthe goods represented by XiL, are durable

goods, then X./, measures the stream of services derived from sueh goods over

the relevant i.me period.

2
E6 and, as introduced below, 0 are likewise entered as scalers for

the sake 8f simplicity, when,in fact hey are vectors of environmental and

taste variables.
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utility function Uk, as follows, where Dk s constant in the short-run and

(2) Uk, = Uk Itik, 12k, ZnO ,31" Uk (2.10. Di()

represents the state+of the household.'s tistei and preferences for the'various

ik°

3
The K

ILI
-household maximizes U

k
subject-to the 'joint constraints of

own-time and market goods available as iliputs. Total timeavailable (Tk) is

divided between working-time (Twk) and household production time

(3) Tk E T
ik

+ T
wk

1=1

th
letting Yk be total money income received by the k household Wk be the

appropriate net market wage rate, and Rk be the flow of non-wage income derived

from non-human household wealth, the goods constraint becomes

(4) Yk = Wk Twk + = E P4Xik
1=1 '

where Pi is the market price of Xik. Both Pi and Wk are exogenous to the

household.
4

/7-------
The time And goods constraints are not independent, hoWever, because

time can be converted to goods by allocating more own-time to market work and

less to floisehold production and vice-versa. Combining (3) and (4), one gets

(5) (P.Xik w
k i

T.
k

) = WkTk + Rk =

1.

where S is defined as the "full-income" constraint for the k household,

3
It is assumed, them, that the household's tastes and preferences

for goods are entirely derived from its tastes for the non-market commodities
(Z.0 it produces, and no utility is derived solely anc, uniquely from the
md'Ret purchase of goods.

4
In addition, it is assumed for the sake of simpl)eity that-Wv is

invarient across all increments of time and thus across all commoditTes, Z4b.
This is unlikely to be the case, however, because the opportunity cost of Vale
differs depending oilehich person and what portion of the day or week are in-
volved. Again, vec r? notation would te necessary to capture this complicating
factor.
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4A
which includes not only wage income (WkTwk) and non-wane income (Rk), but

lso the opportunity cost of own-time devoted to household production of the

n.

various Z. (W E T..).
k 1K

1=1
Maximizing household util ty (2), subject to the full-income (time and

goods) constraint (5) results in a Lagrannian problem of the usual form:

(6) Lk = Uk (Zik
pk) -x .II (Pixik + WkTik) -Sk

1=1

but since, from (1), each Zik is also constrained by its production function,

(6) becomes

i=1
(7) Lk =

[I f

(X

liE(
k ik A' ik' Ek); Dk

P.1 X.,

1K

+ WkTik) -Sk

_where A is the Lagrangian multiplier, usually interpreted to be the marginal

utility of full-income. Assuming that both Ek and Dk are constant and that

U
k
and f. are twice-differentiable and strictly concave over their relevant

ik

ranges, then the first-order conditions which are necessary for utility maxi-

mization are:

aUk af.
1k - AP.

(8a) -a-f7 aX.
1

. ik ik

aU
k

af.

(8b)

",TaTik # ik

for i = 1,2,....n 4

0 for i =

aU
k

(8c) F = E (P. W
k
T
ik

)
kA

If (8a) and (8b) are solved for A in the case of each Zik, 'one gets

(9)

MP P.

14TXik
1.

7A W-
for i = 1,2,....n

where MPX
ik

=
ik ik

is the marginal product of X
ik

in the production of

and likewise for Tik. Therefore, utility maximization requires that
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,

the first order conditions for output miximization (least-cost production)

hold. In other words, consumer 'equilibrium implies that the,most efficient

(least-Cost) combination of goods and time will be allocated to'the,production

of the utility maximizing bundle-of Zik

Differentiating (6) with respect to each commodity we can derive the'

equilibrium ratio of marginal utilities of any two commodities Zik and Zjk to

bei

dX
ik ,L

dT
ikI W +.-,

MUZ., Pi -dc; k ca
ik U.muz(10) li

dX. dT.
ik

Tr7-
for i, j =

.,

' (12
jk

" a
jk

jk

where n
ik

is the marginal cost of Zik and the derivatives in (10) are the mar-

ginal input-output coefficients derived from the production function, fik. A
,

change in any Zik therefore, releases or claims an incremental portion of S

which in turn releases 'or claims marginal.inpu,ts,of goods and own-timiirto be

reallocated to or recovered from the production of all commodities. The shadow

price of any commodtty Zik is the per unit marginal cost of its production

and dependS on the prices of goods and time and the marginal productivity of

each.

(Xik

form.

Solving the 2n 1 first-order conditions of (8) for 2n .4- 1 unknowns

ik'
A) results in derived demand functions for goods and time of the

(11) C(ik ik(P1 Pn' k k.
D
k

E
k

)

(12) Tik = tik(Pl, Wk, Rk, Dk, Ek)

for all i = 1,2,----n. Xik and T
ik

are the equilibrium quantities of-goods and

time, respectively. The demand functions for goods (11) differ from the tradi-

tional analysis of consumer demand only in the fact,that they explicitly include

time and thus full-income as a constraint and separate the catch-all variable
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"tastes" into two separate categories (1) those psychological preferences,

k
) which directly impact the utility function by changing the satisfaction

(marginal utilitY) derived from a given combination of Zik, and.(2) those

environmental and/or-institutional conditions (Ek) which influence the

production function by directly effectirig the productivity of one or both

inputs. Of course, a change in either Dk or Ek could indirectly effect the

production of Z
ik

thr
°
ugh their influence on good's prices or wages as well.

In order to derive an aggregate demand curve for.any market good, Xi,

it is necessary to "add-up" the demand functions (11) for all households,

k = 1,2, ----m.

(13) E X4L, E X (1) P2,---Pi ---Pn, Wk,

k=1 k=1

To do this we assume that household tastes and perceptions ( and Ek) are

independent and, as before, that households are price-takers in both goods,

and labor markets. The resulting equilibrium aggregate demand for any good

(X* ) becomes efr

(14) X, = X.(P
1'

P
2'
---P,

'

. ---P R*, TT n
1 n

where V, U, and.rare weighted average indices of wages, taStes, and.",

environmental/institutional conditions, respectively, and R* is aggrerte

non-wage incoMe, all,Of which are constant in the short-run. Therefore,

the demand for any'good Xi is a function of (1) own-priace, (2) the prices of

substitutes and compliments in production, (3) full-income (WE Tb.,-1'

k "

(4) household tastes, and (5) productivity influencing changes in the house-

hold's environment. While, as mentioned above, this demand function is liot

truly different from the more traditional function, it does emphasize the

complimentary role played by time in household behavior, separate pure

changes in tyte from changes in environmental or institutional variables
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which effect the "pro4uctivity" of goods .and time in househcild consumption,

and highlight the complimentarity or substitut4bility between commodities -

like educationa; attainmentlialltr,for,ce pOticipation, fertility, health

and leisure,which are pot really market goods in tie traditional se'nse Of the

term. A change in relative input prices effects, in turn.,,both4the allocat.ion of

full-income and the relative shadow prices of all Therefore,'changes in

the.aMount of t demande'd depenipltimately on the own and cross-elasticities
ik

of demand among the various Zik.

The po-ticular market good in question in t.his stpdy is Xi,' formal
I # 0

eftrollittent.at institutions of 'higher education, which is normalized for the

most basic demo6raphic differences by 'using ade and sex-specific participation

rates. X
f-
is utilized in combination with household own-time to "produce" ,

Zh, which is poS -secondary education ,defined in its broadest sense too7;

mean tbe acqui ition of post-§edohdary human capital, not just college-going,.
. - .

pet' _1.9_. Fp 1 enrollment-in college, then, is but one of several market goods

which can b purchased with money inpome and combined withvoWn-time as a

, means of producing Zh.,_Other means, which are denoted in aggregate as Xg below,

might be uniopapOrenti,ceshiq trade school, co-op programs (or other formal

on-the7job-traning arrangements)1 correspondence courses, military or religious

service, and the like. '
*.

Assuming for..simplicity that

as inPuts into th6 household Produc i n c:f Z
h'

then'the production function

and X are the only two goods available
Ii

(1) becomes:

(15) Z
h
= f(Xf X

g f".
T
g'

E)

and there is a de4Ved apregate demSnd for formal enrollment of tpe form,

(16) if = X (P1':,-P2,-- P5,---Pn, R*, 5,1")

There are similar derived demand function for X and T as we l. By
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incorporating the'notion of household production into the dethand for higher

education, it-it implied :that'demand doet not merely respond tgothe usual

money income and relative price changes, but responds as well, to (1) changes

An the relative shadow prices4of the non-market commodities, Zi, (2) tO changes

in the productivity of goods and time, and (3), to .changes in full-income as

the household-seas to attain a utility maitimum and, simultaneously, to achieve

least-cost prOduction.
5

Further, as noted above, consumer tastes are subdivided

, into preferences for non-market commodities a various environmental/

institutional variables which-reflect the state of t e world within which

household production takes place.

If input prices are held constant, an increase in the marginal product

of some input will genkate several responses. First, to minimize production

costs, the input in question'will be more intensively utilized relative to

other factors, i.e., substitution in pi:oduction will take place wherever

possible. Since the relative shadow price of those commodities using the

input are reduced, the usual income and substitution effects in consumption

will also occur. The net effect on the demand for the input will rise if the

combined income and substitution effects out weigh the productivity gain. The

change in productivity ts most likely caused by a change in household environ-

ment, E. For example, in this study the variables COHORT AND GAPF represent

demographic changes over time which directly influence the perceived productivity

5
iIt s instructive to note that the two-year college may be popular simply

*because it allows more freedom in the simultaneous use of other market goods and

time in the pursuit of broadly-defined post-secondary "education." More than

likely, however, the two-year institution has been successful because its

lower costs in terms of time and money.income have allowed a greater portion

of hou*sehold resourCes to be allocated to non-market commodities'whieh do not

require inputs as indivisible as college-going and yield higher utility per

full-income 41ilar (e.g., labor force participation, leisure time, child-

rearing,'etG.T
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of "formal higher edtication. Increases in productivity result in greater. '1

use of forme enrollMent in the production of post7secondary education.

Holding pioductivity constant, a reduction in the relative price of some

input will shift production toward commodities that use that input more inten-

Siiely. TO greater the related elasticities of substitution ln productton

and consumption,, the'greater will be the increase in demand for that ihput.

Such.a price change can come about directly through changes in either D or

E. For example, if the political or demographic climate alters public

subsidies to college-going, then th0 amount of Xf and Zh will be effected

because of the relative price change for Xf. In this sfudy, declining veterans
.44

expenditures on higher education (MVEED) has a negative impact on Xf while

riiing state scholar_ship grafts (AVGSD) have a' positive impact.

t
.

'On'the other hand, changes in tastes (0) for household-produced tommodi-
,

Ado(
ties, influence the amount of X

f
puf.chased'by first influencing the relative:*

lb

tunount of Z
h
desirbd by the household. that 1 by changing the marginal

utility o'f
h

itself. The resulting adjUstment of the relative amounts

of commodities produced and consumed and the a&ompanying reallocation of

goods (including Xf) and,time are determined 'bythe various price tnd income
?

elasticities of demand and the elasfreities of substitution in production.

For example, in this study the variable' FLFR44 is used to capture changing

tastes on the part of women for labor force participation versus own-ttme'

household production. The increase in demand fo higher education associated

with this "taste change" emanatqs from a complimentary relationship betWeen

labor force participation and educafional attainment, both commodities that

are produced and "consumed" by the household.

6
The educational attainmqnt gap between older and,youngth- women (GAPF)

and the relative cohort size for younger men (COHORT) simultaneously reflect

the strong complimentarity between post-secondary education and labor force

participation, and in the case of older women, their dramatic change in

taste for market work.
4
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